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Europe could help give an impres-
sion of what the U.S. waste disposal
industry can become and what future role
anaerobic digestion (AD) may play in
increasing landfill diversion, producing
biogas, nutrient-rich products and com-
post for municipalities. 

The Landfill Directive established by
the European Union in 1999 is now firmly
established and is on track to reduce the
landfilling of biodegradable municipal
waste to 35 percent of 1995 levels by 2016.
Part of that diversion progress can be attrib-
uted to the wide adoption of anaerobic
digestion technology to make biogas.
Europe now has over 10,000 operating
digesters with some communities essen-
tially fossil-fuel-free because of them.

One end-product is biogas, which is
combusted to generate electricity and heat,
or can be processed into renewable natural
gas and transportation fuels. Previously,
most biogas systems used livestock manure
or wastewater sludge as feedstocks. Today,
commercial systems turn a much wider
variety of materials, including municipal
solid waste, food waste, fats, oils, grease
and other organic wastes into biogas. After
the biogas is captured, nutrient-rich solids
and liquid remain. Separated, post-digested
solids can be composted, utilized for dairy
bedding, applied to cropland as fertilizer, or
converted into other nutrient-rich products.
The liquid stream, also nutrient-rich, is
often sprayed on fields as fertilizer.

A digester vessel is an air-tight tank
that can be of nearly any size or shape.
Depending on the type of system

employed, with intermittent mixing, diges-
tion time varies depending on the composi-
tion of the material being digested, up to a
month in some cases. It can be batch-to-
batch or continuous process. The technol-
ogy and economics of the various processes
have been established over decades in thou-
sands of installations worldwide, primarily

for wastewater and agricultural applica-
tions. Now, it looks as though AD is on the
verge of breaking through into North Amer-
ican MSW operations. 

Norma McDonald, sales manager for
Organic Waste Systems (OWS), a Belgium-
based company has 30 of its DRy-ANaero-
bic-Composting systems installed around
the world, 27 of which handle municipal
solid waste (MSW). These systems are
located predominately in Europe with some
in Japan and Korea. 

“Since 2005 we’ve been building agri-
cultural systems in the U.S. and have
installed 13. Like others in our industry, we
are hoping that this is the year that we win
some U.S. projects on the MSW side. We
are a finalist on several MSW projects and
hopefully we will have an AD plant up and
running in the U.S. within the next two
years.” McDonald said.

McDonald continued, “All of our
facilities produce biogas. We have facili-
ties that are predominately food waste.
Some handle 90 percent food waste from
homes, restaurants and stores. We have
other facilities where the feedstock is
yard waste, up to 85 percent. The main
thing that makes MSW really attractive is
that it will produce 10 to 35 times more
biogas than manure, or sludge coming out
of wastewater treatment facilities.”

See ANAEROBICS, Page 8

Organic Waste Systems’ second plant in Wijster, Netherlands. It processes 44,000 tons per year of biowaste,
including food waste, yard waste, soiled papers and compostable packaging. Plant started up in May 2013,
the second OWS digester at the site owned by Attero BV.

Anaerobic digestion plant at Michigan State University. Manure, food waste and other organic matter go
into the airtight tank, which holds about 450,000 gallons. Contents are maintained at roughly 100 degrees
Fahrenheit for 20 to 30 days. The result is biogas and a slurry of partially decomposed organic matter, water
and nutrients.
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Scrap Processing Equipment 

Unparalleled Productivity 
 
We introduced the 1600t shearing force range of inclined shears more than 30 years ago. 
 
Since then, we have manufactured and delivered a significant number of shears within that 
range, continuously improving our technology and increasing the production capacity of our 
equipment. 
 
In record year 2012 we have supplied 6 shears in the 1600t range and productivity exceeding 
the 100 t/h to major steel mills and scrap dealers worldwide. 
 

high capacity shears. 
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INCREASE PROFITS

518-424-1168
www.RecyclingFurnaces.com

RRECYCLING ECYCLING SERVICESERVICES 

INTERNATIONALNTERNATIONAL • Built for years of continued service.

• New technology burner and 
  control systems.

• Permit assistance available.

• Large hearth opening for 
  automotive scrap.

INCREASE PROFITS with the 

 With a US Furnace’s 
MAX-4000 Hi Efficiency 

Sweat Furnace, 
get the lowest fuel cost per lb 

to process than any other 
furnace manufacturer — 

GUARANTEED! 
The lowest melt loss rate than 

any other manufacturer — 
GUARANTEED! On-site 

installation, training & service.

most efficient sweat furnace!

FULL EPA
compliance

GUARANTEED.

sales@americanbaler.com
800.843.7512   •   800 E Center St, Bellevue OH
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Bath product recycling
promoted by campaign

While 7 out of 10 Americans say
they always or almost always recycle,
only 1 in 5 consistently recycles bath-
room items, according to a report com-
missioned by the Johnson & Johnson
Family of Consumer Companies.

To help make a difference, the
Johnson & Johnson Family of Con-
sumer Companies launched Care To
Recycle™, a recycling campaign that
begins with a gentle reminder to recycle
more items from the bathroom. It is the
first recycling awareness campaign of
its kind to be hosted exclusively on
Tumblr.

The initiative includes a video that
site visitors are encouraged to share to
help spread the word and show their
commitment to recycling in the bath-
room, along with a number of highly
shareable posts that include helpful
information and tips. All are designed
not only to help people recognize the
many bathroom products that are recy-
clable, but also to encourage them to
take the next step and recycle these
items instead of throwing them in the
trash.

The research report concluded that
recycling in the bathroom is simply not
top of mind for many people. In fact, 40
percent of Americans report recycling
no bathroom items at all. Among the
reasons cited, 22 percent reported they
had never thought about recycling in
the bathroom and 20 percent didn’t
even know that products in the bath-
room are recyclable.

The Care To Recycle Tumblr site,
www.caretorecycle.com, features the
“Smallest Room” short video, remind-
ing viewers that one step toward a
healthy planet is to recycle in the bath-
room. 

Users are encouraged to share the
video at various points on the Tumblr
page, which also includes a host of
information, tips and resources to be a
better bathroom recycler, including
which bathroom items can be recycled.
All the content is shareable within the
Tumblr platform, as well as on Face-
book and Twitter. More content and
opportunities for consumer engagement
will be progressively added to Tumblr
in the weeks and months after launch.



The Container Recycling Institute
(CRI) has just released a report on con-
tainer recycling rates and trends in the
United States. Based on more than two
dozen data sources, from the beverage
market to U.S. census tables, “Bottled
Up: Beverage Container Recycling
Stagnates (2000-2010),” shows that
sales of disposable beverage containers
have grown dramatically – up by 22 per-
cent from 2000-2010 – with per capita
consumption soaring by 8 percent over
the same period. Yet even as beverage
sales increased, the rate at which we
recycled the empty containers declined. 

Of the 243 billion beverage pack-
ages sold in the U.S. in 2010 – glass
bottles, plastic bottles and aluminum
cans as well as foil pouches, gabletop
cartons and other nontraditional con-
tainers – 153 billion were either land-
filled, littered or incinerated. This put
the national wasting rate for 2010 at 63
percent, a whopping 20 percent jump
since 1990, when our non-recycling rate
for containers stood at approximately 52
percent. 

In other words, between 1990 and
2010 – a period that saw almost feverish
growth and investment in municipal
recycling programs, education and
infrastructure – Americans have per-
sisted in wasting more beverage con-
tainers than they’ve recycled. 

The report suggests numerous rea-
sons for this imbalance, among them the
surge in bottled water sales (up more
than 400 percent since 2000) and sales
of beverages consumed away from
home.

“Recycling rates have stagnated in
large part due to a dramatic increase in
consumption of these beverages, espe-
cially at businesses and in public spaces
where recycling bins are scarce,” said
Susan V. Collins, president of CRI.
“Another key factor in the decline in
recycling rates is the unwillingness of
state legislatures to enact effective recy-
cling policies, especially new or
expanded container deposit laws.” 

Our failure to recycle nearly two
out of every three containers has monu-
mental environmental impacts. As the
report notes, every beverage container
that is not recycled must instead be
replaced with a new container made
from virgin raw materials. Extracting
and processing these materials requires
far more energy – and generates more
pollutants – than making containers
from recycled feedstock. For example,
if the 153 billion containers wasted in
2010 had been diverted back to the man-
ufacturing stream, the U.S. could have
saved the equivalent of 203 trillion
BTUs of energy – enough to power
nearly all the homes in the cities of Los
Angeles and Chicago combined. 

This level of recycling would also
have eliminated the release of 11.6 mil-
lion tons of greenhouse gas (GHG)
emission – that’s roughly one-fifth of
total GHG represented by America’s
municipal solid waste, and equivalent to
taking nearly 2.3 million cars off the
road.

“To realize meaningful energy sav-
ings and reduce the GHG emissions
associated with beverage consumption,

beverage container recycling must dra-
matically increase across the country,”
Collins added 

“As the report points out, minor
percentage changes in recycling rates
won’t cut it. If we are to adequately
reduce the environmental consequences
of extracting, processing, manufacturing
and shipping billions of short-lived con-
tainers, national recycling rates for all
major container materials must edge
above 90 percent. And the only recy-
cling method shown to achieve any-
where near that level of recovery is the
refundable container deposit, an
early form of extended producer
responsibility.”

As the report shows, the 11 U.S.
states with container deposit laws in
2010 consistently recycled 66 percent to
96 percent of the containers covered
under their laws, whereas the average
recycling rate for all beverage contain-
ers in non-deposit states was just 30 per-
cent. Even though deposit states
represent only 28 percent of the U.S.
population, in 2010 they accounted for
46 percent of all containers recycled
during that year.

“Bottled Up” notes that if even a
modest deposit of $.05 were placed on
all disposable beverage containers sold
in the U.S., a 75 percent recycling rate
could be achieved across the board. The
report also makes it clear that if Ameri-
can beverage consumption continues to
follow current growth trends, we must
do more to capture and recycle the bil-
lions of containers consumed away from
home.

Finally, the report emphasizes that
failing to recycle these containers has
economic consequences as well as envi-
ronmental ones. Between 2000 and
2010, for instance, the scrap value of
our wasted beverage containers
exceeded $22 billion. And that’s not
counting the economic impact of tens of
thousands of domestic jobs that, accord-
ing to an earlier CRI report, would be
generated by a national container
deposit. The report can be downloaded
at CRI’s website.
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Quality products at great prices!
Best service in the industry.

CASTERS ∙ WHEELS ∙ MATERIAL HANDLING COMPONENTS

got casters??®

877-496-5300

Report shows new beverage containers
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Over 30 Used
Wheel Loaders

in Stock!
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Message in a Bottle program expands 
The Recycling Association of Min-

nesota (RAM), in partnership with the
Minnesota Beverage Association, Mid-
west Special Services and ProAct, Inc.,
are expanding the Message in a Bottle
(MIB) recycling program in the Twin
Cities area to an additional 60 conven-
ience stores. 

RAM has been working the past
year and a half to expand the MIB pro-
gram in the metro area from 12 conven-
ience stores to 150. Currently, 90
convenience stores have the MIB serv-
ice. The majority of businesses partici-
pating are located in Minneapolis,
Dakota County, St. Paul, and parts of
Ramsey and Washington County. The
further expansion will bring free recy-
cling service for convenience stores to

more of Minneapolis, Brooklyn Park,
Brooklyn Center and Hastings. The con-
tinued support of the Minnesota Bever-
age Association and others has made this
expansion possible.

“The expansion from 16 conven-
ience stores in 2011 to over 150 through-
out the metro area is having a great
impact on recycling, as well as green job
creation,” said RAM’s director, Maggie
Mattacola. “Each convenience store
recycles on average one ton of beverage
container material each year, since the
beginning of 2013 we have recycled
over 20,000 pounds of plastic bottles
and nearly 4,000 pounds of aluminum
cans. 

In the metro area the MIB program
partners with ProAct, Inc. and Midwest

Special Services, nonprofit organizations
providing employment opportunities to
individuals with disabilities, for the col-
lection and sorting of the beverage con-
tainers. MIB is a green jobs program
making recycling easy for customers of
local businesses. 

This southern metro expansion will
have an impact on recycling, as well.
Each convenience store is estimated to
collect approximately 2,000 pounds of
recyclables each year, for a total of
300,000 pounds of beverage containers
recycled annually. Statewide, Message
in a Bottle is currently available in 15
communities, covering much of Min-
nesota, and has recycled over 1 million
pounds annually since its inception in
2007. 

Goodwill of the Heartland and City Car-
ton Recycling are partnering to offer a new
recycling option for Iowa City and Cedar
Rapids residents. By providing weather-proof
collection containers designated for clothing
and shoes, the two companies are helping
individuals and families clean out their clos-
ets this fall.

The two collection containers have been
labeled with Goodwill’s logo and placed at
two City Carton Recycling drop sites. The
sites are open 24 hours per day, and no
advance call or fee is required. The containers
are planned to be a permanent addition. There
will be no donation receipts for any clothing
items donated.

City Carton partners with Goodwill
to offer permanent textile containers

Environmental Solutions Group has
opened a new manufacturing facility in
Phoenix, Arizona. The company stated
that the expansion is necessary to address
a growing demand for its products in the
western region of the U.S. 

The company will initially use the
facility to manufacture their Marathon
brand of compactors and balers used in
solid waste and recycling applications, as
well as anaerobic digestion systems pro-
duced in partnership with Zero Waste
Energy of Lafayette, California.

Production began in October as they
moved operations from their Marathon
plant in Yerington, Nevada to the new
Phoenix location.

Environmental
Solutions expands 

The Institute of Scrap Recycling
Industries (ISRI) is calling for entries for
the 2014 Design for Recycling (DFR)
Award. The DFR Award is ISRI’s highest
award given annually to the most outstand-
ing contribution to products designed with
recycling in mind. It recognizes proactive
steps made by manufacturers who have
actively incorporated DFR principles into
products and processes.

“When designing a product, manufac-
turers should be giving just as much of a
priority to its ability to be recycled as they
do cost, appearance and other factors,”
said Robin Wiener, president of ISRI.
“Effective recycling begins at the drawing
board. ISRI is looking to reward compa-
nies, designers and manufacturers with the
mindset of producing products that can be
recycled safely and with ease, thus benefit-
ing both the environment and the
economy.”

ISRI began the award more than 25
years ago. Previous winners include Cas-
cades Fine Papers Group, Coca-Cola
Recycling Company and the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency.

To be eligible for ISRI’s Design for
Recycling® Award, a product must be
designed/redesigned and manufactured
according to a specific set of rules.

Nominations
for ISRI’s Design
for Recycling
Award sought

For a list of the rules and other details,
view this article on

www.AmericanRecycler.com.
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800-999-8100 or 480-789-3893
supershears.com / FAX# 480-304-4870

Building the best products on the market
for over 20 years.

110-Volt  Supershear

De-Canning
Shear

12-Volt Supershear

Gas
Supershear

The one
and

ONLY!
Buy the

ORIGINAL Supershear
Catalytic Removal Tool!

Lorain County recycling
complex triples capacity

Republic Services, Inc. installed tech-
nology upgrades at its Lorain County
Resource Recovery Complex in Ohio,
demonstrating their commitment to the
local community and environment.

“Through expansion and redesign,
this impressive complex uses advanced
sorting equipment to identify and sepa-
rate materials, increasing efficiency and
maximizing recycling efforts,” said Eric
VanHouten, general manager of Repub-
lic Services in Elyria. 

The upgrades involved retrofitting
the complex with advanced technologies
that enable more efficient and cleaner
sorting processes, as well as minimizing
the amount of residual waste. The newly
upgraded complex has been designed to
run at 35 tons per hour. It has the capac-
ity to process as much as 150,000 tons
of recyclables per year, nearly triple the
previous capacity.

Technologies throughout the com-
plex have been upgraded to include
custom manufactured and installed con-
veyors, separation screens, magnets,
eddy current operators, optical sorters
and balers. In addition, the complex
added 12,000 sq.ft. of new warehouse
space.

As a result of the upgrades, the
complex now accepts additional types of
recyclables, most notably all plastics
marked with numbers 1 through 7. Paper
products, cardboard, glass, aluminum
and steel are also accepted. Materials are
processed into finished commodities that
can be recycled into new items, and are
later shipped to markets around the
country and overseas.

The Lorain County Resource
Recovery Complex serves customers
from Cuyahoga, Erie, Geauga, Lake and
Lorain counties. 

—The Lorain County Resource Recovery Complex

Pending legislation in Seattle
expands commercial recycling

Seattle Councilmember Jean God-
den has introduced legislation to require
that Seattle businesses recycle glass,
plastic, tin and aluminum, effective July
2014. Six months of educational out-
reach to businesses would be conducted
before the requirement takes effect, with
1.5 years before the use of civil infrac-
tions for enforcement. Councilmember
Godden also directed Seattle Public Util-
ities (SPU) to streamline the process for
business owners to convert to compre-
hensive recycling, allocating $150,000
for business engagement.

“This is clearly the next step in
Seattle’s recycling effort,” said Coun-
cilmember Jean Godden, chair of the
Libraries, Utilities and Center Commit-
tee. “Homeowners have been recycling
bottles and cans since 2005, and it’s time
we reenergize the effort to preserve our
dwindling natural resources.”

Seattle businesses discard over
8,000 tons of recyclable bottles and cans
in the landfill every year. Businesses are
currently required to recycle only paper
and cardboard. By 2019, this ban will
reduce recyclables that go to the landfill
by 6,000 tons, or over 200 shipping con-
tainers, per year.

Regardless of the size or type of
business, switching to a strong recycling
program is expected to save the com-
pany money. Savings will range from
$55 per month for a small restaurant to
$1,522 for a large office building,
according to SPU.

“I doubled the funding for business
recycling outreach to ensure this is a win
for both business and the environment,”
said Godden. “What better year to do
this than on the 25th anniversary of
curbside recycling in Seattle?”

Get Results

—John Kitchens, Vice President
      Iron Ax, Inc.877-777-0737

Advertising works.

 "We advertised in every recycling magazine for years and 
never got the results like we get from American Recycler.

Simply put, if you want to reach serious equipment 
buyers, there is no other publication."

A
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Remote Control Remote Control •• Automatic CycleAutomatic Cycle

All shears feature 360° continuous rotation.

USA
ALL ENVIRO-RACKS ARE

            MADE IN AMERICA WITH
                       AMERICAN STEEL FOR

                                       AMERICAN-SIZED CARS.
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RECYCLINGRECYCLING
E Q U I P M E N T  S A L E S ,  I N CE Q U I P M E N T  S A L E S ,  I N C

Toll-free 877-247-6629
Fax 478-252-9030
Wadley, Georgia

Website: www.ironax.com
E-mail: ironax@ironax.com

Equipment Ready For 
Shipment Today

We have a NEW Doosan DX225 with a 
NEW Iron Ax IA25R Shear mounted 

and ready to cut iron.

We have a new Iron Pack Baler in stock 
and ready to begin work.

Contact us for full details!

View the Iron Ax YouTube Channel
to see the Iron Pack Baler

In Action Today!
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“After digestion, our SorDiSep
process can be used if you want to
achieve pristine compost even after you
have processed MSW without source
separation. The advantage of this
process is that after digestion, a closed-
loop dilution step uses the same water to
continuously cycle. The material that
comes from the digester is about 22 or
25 percent total solids and we dilute fur-
ther to 5 to 7 percent total solids. This
makes the heavy material sink and
things like light plastics float. The
advantage after digestion is that this
closed-loop process reuses the water,
and you don’t have to worry about salt
or ammonia accumulation, or worry
about losing biogas potential. The result
is separated clean sand, fresh compost,
inerts and light fractions.”

Patrick Serfass, executive director of
the American Biogas Council said, “As a
society if we want to increase our recy-
cling rates above about one-quarter of our
trash we have to recycle our organics.
There are two main ways to recycle
organic waste, composting and anaerobic
digestion, but only anaerobic digestion
allows you to produce energy while also
creating the nutrient-rich soil products like
compost.” 

Currently, there are nearly 1,500 AD
systems operating on U.S. farms and
wastewater treatment plants producing
biogas, compost and fertilizer. “The poten-
tial for U.S. growth is huge. We count
almost 12,000 sites ripe for development,
not only farms and wastewater treatment
plants, but also 540 landfill projects which
could support a digester today and an
unknown number of industrial sites like

food and beverage processors beyond
that,” Serfass added.

Anaergia, Inc. headquartered in
Burlington, Ontario, claims to extract over
95 percent organics from mixed waste
streams and highly contaminated source
separated organics. Organics are cleaned
and digested in AD systems that produce a
high purity biogas that can be used to gen-
erate renewable energy or fuel. After
organics are recovered from waste
streams, roughly 70 percent of the waste
typically remains in the dry fraction of
MSW. From this stream, recyclables such
as plastics, papers, glass and metals are
recovered. The remaining dry residuals
can be gasified to maximize diversion and
energy recovery. Residuals from source
separated organics and other food wastes
can be composted and used as fertilizer on
farms. This diverts nearly 100 percent of
source separated organics and provides an
alternative to chemical fertilizers.

Bernie Sheff, vice president of agri-
culture at Anaergia offered his opinion on
the possibilities of AD for municipal
waste. “For MSW operations in the U.S.
today anaerobic digestion is really in its
infancy. You have a number of cities that
are beginning to see the opportunities and
realize there’s power production there.
California is leading the curve right now.
There are a number of companies that are
building facilities in California, including
our project in Anaheim, which is an excel-
lent example.” 

“They are building facilities that will
bring in materials that go through separa-
tion to recover conventional recyclables,
and then the rest goes to a digester to make
biogas and then upgrade it to renewable
natural gas to fuel the trucks coming in,”
Sheff reported. “So there’s complete
energy recycling at transfer stations that
are starting to come to light. I have proj-

ects on the east coast that are just starting
to take off. There are a number of site-sep-
arated organic projects that are currently in
place in Massachusetts that are bringing in
food waste, sending it to a digester to
make biogas, making power and putting it
on the grid.” 

“I suspect with the switch-over of
municipalities from diesel to methane and
with Renewable Identification Numbers in
place you are going to see a huge shift in
the AD industry. And, as more landfill
bans on organics occur, we will begin to
switch over to AD as they have in Europe,”
Sheff concluded. 

In August, Anaergia commissioned a
new anaerobic digester facility at Michi-
gan State University in East Lansing to
serve the 48,000 students and 5,000 fac-
ulty. “This system is the largest on a col-
lege campus in the United States,” said
Dana Kirk, a specialist from MSU’s
Department of Biosystems and Agricul-
tural Engineering. “It’s the largest in vol-
ume and in energy output. The digester
will utilize about 17,000 tons of organic
waste to generate 2.8 million kilowatt
hours of electricity per year. Only about 20
percent of the energy we produce is being
used to sustain the process,” Kirk said.
“The other 80 percent is available for other
uses on campus.” 

The organic material the system uses
includes cow manure from the MSU Dairy
Teaching and Research Center; food waste
from several campus dining halls; fruit and
vegetable waste and fat, oils and grease
from local restaurants. Manure, food waste
and other organic matter are placed in an
airtight tank, which holds about 450,000
gallons of material. The tank contents are
maintained at roughly 100 degrees Fahren-
heit for 20 to 30 days. The organic mate-
rial is decomposed by a group of naturally
occurring microorganisms found in live-
stock manure. The result is biogas and a
slurry of partially decomposed organic
matter, water and nutrients. Total project
cost was about $5 million and is expected
to pay for itself in less than 15 years.

The county of Maui in Hawaii
recently announced that Anaergia was
awarded the integrated waste conversion
and energy project for the Central Maui
Landfill. Anaergia will privately finance,
design, build, own and operate the
renewable fuel facility that converts
Maui’s waste streams including munici-
pal solid waste, food waste, sewage
sludge, oils and grease into renewable
liquefied natural gas and solid fuel from
residue. The two renewable fuels may be

used for on-site energy generation, or
locally as a replacement to imported fos-
sil fuels. In addition to generating
renewable fuel from local waste without
the combustion of solid wastes, the proj-
ect will divert roughly 85 percent of
County’s waste from landfill, reduce
over 100,000 tons of greenhouse gases
per year and create permanent, local
jobs. 

David Schneider, Anaergia’s director
of business development commented on
the Maui project, “Maui wanted a system
that was commercially proven and we
were the winner among over 20 proposals.
We will be taking in up to 450 tons per day
of municipal solid waste and extracting the
organic fraction for digestion. We are
using our organic extrusion press technol-
ogy to remove the organic fraction and
create the feedstock for digestion. It’s a
fully integrated waste management system
that will be located at the central Maui
landfill. The intent is to recycle first, han-
dle standard recyclables like cans and bot-
tles, and from those residuals extract the
organic fraction for digestion to create
renewable natural gas. With permitting,
design and engineering it will be a two to
three year project.” 

Anaergia was also recently awarded
a contract to finance, build, own and
operate an anaerobic digestion facility
for the City of Anaheim; a suburb of Los
Angeles with population of 336,265 and
the 10th largest city in California. The
project has the potential to recycle
approximately 300 tons per day of food
waste that was previously landfilled. It
will feature Anaergia’s organics extrac-
tion process to remove a clean organic
fraction from the municipal solid waste
stream and be anaerobically digested for
power production. The annual 4.5 MW
of power produced will be purchased by
the City to help reach its 33 percent
renewable portfolio standard  target by
2020. In September, the City of Ana-
heim approved a renewable power pur-
chase agreement. 

Schneider speculated about the future
of anaerobic digestion for MSW applica-
tions in North America: “I think in the next
several years you’ll see   in California tak-
ing a much more aggressive approach to
AB 341 for mandatory commercial recy-
cling addressing organics going to land-
fills. In the near term, the places I see AD
making the most sense are in the North-
east, the western part of the United States
and in Canada.” 

866-804-3829
www.arpiusa.com

Patented cam design gives two models to choose from!

RES
14awg,

up to 600mcm

COMC
16awg,

up to 250mcm

Pat

Strip single or multiple plastic-coated electrical wire
SAFELY, ECONOMICALLY and EASILY

ttwoo mmoodddeells tto cchhoooossee fffrroomm!!teenntteeddd ccaamm dddeessiiggnn ggiivees tt

SAFELY, ECONOMICALLY and EASILY
WITH
OUR

PROCESSES up to 4,200 FEET PER HOUR!

Anaerobics
■Continued from Page 1
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“What a joy it is to move things around our yard with the right forks! Bud Roberts Co. custom made these forks for us to 
complete the job, which made life so much easier. Th ey get the job done! ” — Rob Coutu, Truck Country, Willimantic, CT

BBUDUD  RROBERTSOBERTS  CCOMPANYOMPANY, , IINC.NC.
3027 SUMMER OAK PLACE, BUFORD, GA 30518

Office: (678) 546-8691 • Fax: (678) 546-8692 • Nationwide Toll Free: (800) 955-8288
FOR INFO ON SPECIFIC ITEMS, SEND YOUR REQUESTS TO:  sales@budrobertsco.com

www.budrobertsco.comwww.budrobertsco.com

bud roberts forks bud roberts forks ‘get the job done’‘get the job done’

Custom 
Assembly

ACS
 QC Replacement L-tines 

42"–14'

Custom
Assembly

Shredder ForksReplacement Flat Tine

4-Pt. 
Hook-upup

Quick Coupler -
JRB/IT

Skid 
Steer 

Universal QC

Bucket 
Forks 10–15 ft. 

Vertical Tines

3-Pt. Hook-up

Call Bud 
today for 

your year-
end tax 
needs! 

Check
 out our 

equipment— 
new and 

used!

An Essex County, New Jersey
town has taken a unique approach to
recycling odd items such as sports tro-
phies and sneakers, a Holmdel woman
who has spearheaded waste reduction
efforts in her hometown school district,
and a PSEG environmental manager
who has led his company’s recycling
efforts for more than two decades were
among businesses, organizations and
individuals honored this month at New
Jersey’s annual Recycling Symposium
and Awards Luncheon.

Nutley Township, Holmdel’s Dina
Hamwi, and PSEG’s Albert Fralinger
III were among the winners of awards
during the luncheon at the Jumping
Brook Country Club in Neptune.
Fourth, fifth and sixth grade students
from across the state also were hon-
ored for writing poems about
recycling. 

“Recycling remains one of the best
ways for each one of us to be actively
engaged in protecting our environment
and conserving our natural resources,”
said Department of Environmental
Protection (DEP) commissioner Bob
Martin. 

New Jersey became the first state
to require recycling with the passage of
the New Jersey Statewide Mandatory
Source Separation and Recycling Act
in 1987. Today, the Christie Adminis-
tration has developed policies to boost
current recycling rates and adapt recy-
cling strategies to match modern
lifestyles. The DEP, as part of that
effort, requires counties to achieve
recycling tonnage targets and, with
local and county partners, promotes

public participation in recycling pro-
grams.

The event was co-sponsored by the
DEP and the Association of New Jersey
Recyclers.

Recycling Awards
•Institution: Kean University. Kean

University located in Union installed a
state-of-the-art composting system on
campus that over the past few years has
turned more than 291,000 pounds of
wastes into compost for projects on the
campus and at other community sites,
all of which have seen dramatic
improvements in soil productivity and
plant growth. 

•Government: Princeton Plasma
Physics Laboratory The U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy’s Princeton Plasma
Physics Laboratory in Plainsboro has
reduced the municipal solid waste it
generates by 69 percent through educa-
tion of its work force, implementation
of single-stream recycling, and other
recycling enhancements.

•Government: Nutley Township.
Over the past few years, Nutley has sig-
nificantly increased its community out-
reach programs and added events,
including a residential document shred-
ding day, a composting day, an ink car-
tridge recycling day, even hanger,
trophy and sneaker collection and recy-
cling days.  Recycled trophies are
donated to a trophy firm in Lyndhurst,
and sneakers are donated to the Perpet-
ual Prosperity Pump Foundation.

•Rising Star: Middle School of
Pleasantville. The Middle School of
Pleasantville and the school’s gifted
and talented program implemented a

student-driven recycling program two
years ago, first placing recycling bins
in offices and classrooms throughout
the school, and then in the cafeteria and
at school entrances.  The students also
created educational materials to be used
throughout the school. 

•Educator/Educational Program:
Morris County Municipal Utilities
Authority. The Morris County Munici-
pal Utilities Authority (MUA) is recog-
nized for hosting annual dinners
recognizing individuals, businesses,
institutions, municipalities and civic
and religious organizations for their
work on waste prevention, re-use, recy-
cling and litter abatement. The MUA
has hosted 25 such dinners. Dinner
guests receive table favors made of
recycled materials, and fashion shows
feature apparel and accessories made
from recycled materials.

•Recycling Industry: ReCommu-
nity Recycling. Mine Hill-based
ReCommunity has created jobs, recov-
ered community resources, and gener-
ated revenues for New Jersey through
its recycling partnerships and materials
recovery facilities in Camden, Morris,
Cape May and Atlantic counties. In
2012, ReCommunity recovered more
than 200,000 tons of recyclables, creat-
ing 403 direct jobs. ReCommunity also
added more than 225,000 tons of sin-
gle-stream processing capacity in New
Jersey. Outreach efforts have included
the creation of a website as well as a
marketing and social media campaigns,
recycling competitions and events, and
development of annual sustainability
reports.

•Volunteer: Dina Hamwi. Hamwi
has been instrumental in implementing
and expanding recycling efforts in the
Holmdel School District, spearheading
“Go Green!” parental groups and edu-
cating staff and children on proper
recycling. She obtained recycling bins
from the Holmdel Buildings and
Grounds Department for every class-
room in the district. Her Girl Scout
troop assisted with educational out-
reach. Hamwi also implemented a pro-
gram in two schools that recycle less
traditional items such as fruit juice
pouches, pens and markers and snack
wrappers.

•Commissioner’s Award: Albert
Fralinger III, environmental affairs
manager, PSEG. Fralinger has played a
significant role in New Jersey’s recy-
cling community for more than two
decades. He initiated waste reduction
and recycling programs that have led to
recognition of PSEG as one of the
country’s top performing businesses in
the areas of waste reduction, recycling
and overall waste management prac-
tices. The company has maintained a
corporate-wide recycling rate of more
than 90 percent since 1995. As a result
of Fralinger’s leadership, PSEG was
inducted into the national WasteWise
Hall of Fame in 2003. He served as
president of the Association of New
Jersey Recyclers from 1999 to 2002,
helping the association grow and
expand its services during his tenure.
He also served as co-chairman of the
New Jersey WasteWise Business Net-
work from 2004-2013.

New Jersey recycling leaders honored at symposium
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888-362-6263 / cifindustriesinc.com / rickclarkjr@cifindustriesinc.com
Like us on Facebook or follow us on twitter @CIFIndustries!

TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
FOR THE RECYCLING INDUSTRY

Quality Products at
Competitive Pricing
for Hauling
•Crushed or Complete Cars

•Heavy Steel Castings

•Scrap Metals

•Aluminum

• Leak proof containers or trailers
• Stackable/Rotatable Containers
• Custom fabrications

• EXPERTISE in STANDARD or CUSTOM PRODUCTS
    PER CURRENT DOT REGULATIONS
• Over 40 years of experience building equipment
    specifically for the metal recycling industry
• Industry leader, proven dependability, the best 
    products & service

CONTACT US
FOR A

QUOTE TODAY!

• Roll-off Containers
• Trailers
• Luggers

Options:
•AR400 floors & sides
•Heights 2-8’

•Lightweight designs
•Custom built option

•Lengths up to 53’
•Waterproof with drains

Heavy Duty Hinge & Locks with rear posts connected
to the ICC bumper for extra strength. Equipment Available:

20988 Old Rt 66, Staunton IL 62088

NEW PRODUCT SHOWCASE PAPER
Carton Council receives
award from State of Texas
Alliance for Recycling

The Carton Council of North Amer-
ica, a group of carton manufacturers
united to deliver long term collaborative
solutions in order to divert valuable car-
tons from the landfill, has been awarded
the 2013 Outstanding Recycling Partner-
ship Award by the State of Texas
Alliance for Recycling (STAR). 

Since forming in 2009, the Carton
Council has helped expand carton recy-
cling access in Texas from 0 to 22 per-
cent, which includes nearly 2 million
households. In order to drive this expan-
sion, the Carton Council collaborated
with recovery facilities, communities
and recycling organizations to ensure
cartons were included in recycling pro-
grams and consumers were properly
educated about carton recycling. 

“The Carton Council embodies the
STAR mission to move the needle of
recycling rates in Texas with that neces-
sary balance of economic and environ-

mental principles for the benefit of their
communities and Texas at large,” said
STAR executive director Maia Corbitt.

Adding carton recycling to commu-
nities is a cost-effective way to make
curbside recycling programs more con-
venient for residents. Carton recycling
access across the U.S. has reached the
46 percent mark, indicating that commu-
nities are recognizing the value of
including cartons in their recycling
programs. 

This is the second statewide award
the Carton Council has received in 2013:
the California Product Stewardship
Council recognized the Carton Council
with its Bow and Arrow Award for
Coalition Building in August. The Car-
ton Council currently has a campaign
designed to help counties, municipalities
and recyclers in Texas, as well as the rest
of the country, bring carton recycling to
their residents. 

RockTenn closes recycling plant 
RockTenn, a paper and packaging

manufacturer, plans to close one of its
St. Louis facilities. 

The recycling facility, located at
5505 Natural Bridge Avenue in St.
Louis, Missouri, is one of four Rock-
Tenn facilities located within the St.
Louis region.

RockTenn, which purchased Smur-
fit-Stone Container Corp. for $3.5 bil-
lion in May 2011, plans to close the
facility December 6, according to a
Worker Adjustment and Retraining Noti-
fication filed with the state of Missouri. 

The shutdown will cause the layoff
of 50 employees.

PALADIN’S JRB OFFERS NEW
DEBRIS BUCKET ATTACHMENTS

Paladin Attachments
820 Glaser Parkway
Akron, OH 44306
800-428-2538
www.paladinattachments.com

BÜHLER LAUNCHES OPTICAL
SORTING STATION

The Bühler Group has debuted their new optical
sorting station. With it, processors no longer need to
source separate elements from multiple suppliers, and
manage multiple relationships. An optical sorting sta-
tion features a purifying, refining, sizing and grading
stage which can include one or more SORTEX optical
sorters. These are linked to convey the product
between stages and, if required, to re-introduce it into
the system for resorting. Flakes can be fed into one
end of the station and collected at the other end for
bagging or further processing.

Buhler Sortex Limited
20 Atlantis Avenue 
London E16 2BF, England
+44 (0) 1992 537421
www.buhlergroup.com 

JRB recycle buckets by Paladin Attachments
include the JRB Refuse/Transfer Bucket and the ver-
satile JRB Grapple Bucket. Both are engineered to
increase wheel loader productivity in a wide variety of
applications. High-wear areas have drilled width and
edge hole patterns that are designed to fit standard
OEM wear parts.

The JRB Refuse/Transfer Bucket comes in two pro-
file style designs: a pushing style and a loading style.
The JRB Grapple Bucket is available in three different
designs: a full-side design, a half-side design and a
cutaway design.

VECOPLAN RELEASES VAZ 1600
NEWGEN SHREDDER

The VAZ 1600, one of Vecoplan’s New Generation
shredders, incorporates a wide range of innovations
that improves performance and increase durability.
Direct drives increase torque, eliminate drive belts,
lower maintenance costs and decease machine base
widths.

Double sidewalls reduce wear, eliminate contami-
nation and heat transfer to bearings, increase durabil-
ity and lower maintenance costs. Reversible counter
knives deliver twice the life while cutting replacement
costs in half. Rotatable screens can be turned 180°,
increasing wear life by a factor of 1.5.

Vecoplan, LLC
5708 Uwharrie Road
Archdale, NC 27263
336-861-6070
www.vecoplanllc.com

CHIPPING DRUM FOR BEAST XP-
SERIES NOW AVAILABLE

Bandit Industries now offers a chipping drum option
that replaces the traditional Beast cuttermill. Designed
for companies that want to exclusively chip with their
Beast, the new drum essentially converts the Beast
into a whole tree chipper. A variety of screens can be
paired with the drum, creating a screened end product
that can be tailored to meet various specifications for
nearly any biomass energy application.

Chipping drums can be ordered on new Model
2680XP, 3680XP and 4680XP Beast Recyclers or
retrofitted to older units.

Bandit Industries, Inc. 
6750 Millbrook Road 
Remus, MI 49340
989-561-2270
www.banditchippers.com

NEW OPTICAL MEDIA SHREDDER
IS COMPACT, FAST, DURABLE

The new Model 0202 OMD optical media destroyer
from Security Engineered Machinery has the highest-
rated throughput capacity of all such shredders evalu-
ated and listed by the National Security Agency –
2,400 CDs or DVDs per hour.

Small enough for office use, the unit is 32” high, 20”
wide, and 18” deep.  Heavy-duty casters allow for easy
maneuverability.  The feed opening is on top, specially
designed to readily accept optical discs.  The Model
0202 is controlled via an exclusive touch screen that
provides users with operational status information.

Security Engineered
Machinery
5 Walkup Drive
Westboro, MA 01581
800-225-9293
www.semshred.com



The Mensing Group of Companies
in Hohenwestedt (Germany) has
invested almost 10 million in the con-
struction of a new PET recycling plant.
The construction of the recycling plant is
associated with the formation of PFR
Nord GmbH in Hohenwestedt. About 30
new jobs have been added. 

Since June 2013, the new process-
ing plant for clear PET from PFR Nord
GmbH is in operation. Around 100 tons
of PET bottles are processed in this plant
per day.

PET are purchased in bales at differ-
ent qualities (80/20, 90/10, 95/5, etc.).
The bales are opened and separated by a
bale opener, then the magnetic parts are
separated using an overbelt magnet.
Films and fines are separated using a
ballistic separator.

Following the ballistic separator,
the 3D fraction is passed through an
eddy current separator to isolate the
aluminum. 

The next step is the separation of
contaminants, such as PVC using a
REDWAVE sorting machine, which rec-
ognizes and reliably separates different
plastic materials using near-infrared.

The color sorting, including recov-
ery is done in the next steps. The sorted
clear PET in the highest purity is shred-
ded and washed, and sold as PET flakes
after sorting. 

The PET bails are opened up and
separated using bail opener. The metals
are separated using an overbelt magnetic
separator and eddy flow separator. Films

and fines are separated on a ballistic sep-
arator. Contaminants such as PVC and
other plastics are then sorted out. Using
multi-level sorting, a high-purity clear
PET fraction is produced with a high
efficiency. The pure and clear PET is
shredded and washed to be sold as PET
flakes.

SSI Shredding Systems, Inc. 
www.ssiworld.com  |  sales@ssiworld.com  |  Tel: (503) 682-3633
Shredding everything including the kitchen sink at www.WatchItShred.com
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INTERNATIONAL

PET recycling plant opens in Germany

PFR Nord — new PET sorting plant planned, built and installed by REDWAVE systems.

Novelis completed a 2 year, $400 mil-
lion expansion program in South Korea.
The expansion of its Yeongju and Ulsan
plants increases the company’s production
capacity in the region by more than 50 per-
cent to approximately one million metric
tons of aluminum sheet per year. 

Novelis began the expansion of its
aluminum rolling and recycling facilities
in 2011 to meet the rising demand for flat
rolled aluminum in the Asian market. The
expansion includes a hot rolling finishing
mill, cold rolling mill, pusher furnace,
high-speed slitter, annealing furnaces, in
addition to the previously commissioned
fully-integrated recycling center at
Yeongju. 

“The expansion enables Novelis to
expand into new markets within the
region,” said Shashi Maudgal, president,
Novelis Asia. “We can now supply coils to
our new automotive sheet finishing plant
in Changzhou, China, which is expected to
commence production in mid-2014.” 

The demand for aluminum in the
Asian automotive market is expected to
exceed the 25 percent compound annual
growth rate projected globally over the
next 5 years, as more auto manufacturers
move to build lighter, more fuel-efficient
vehicles. The company’s expansion in
South Korea will help it meet this rapidly
growing market.

Novelis has a regional headquarters
office in Seoul, operates four plants in
South Korea, Malaysia and Vietnam and
will commission its new Chinese facility
in 2014. 

Novelis completes
Korean expansion

European Bioplastics has published
its latest position paper on shopping bags,
ahead of the forthcoming European Com-
mission proposal on single use plastic
bags. The association recognizes that an
overall reduction in the consumption of
plastic shopping bags will play an impor-

tant role in increasing resource efficiency
and moving Europe towards a more sus-
tainable economy.

European Bioplastics supports posing
a levy or taxation on oil-based plastic
shopping bags, or even a banning of bags
except under the condition that shopping

bags containing at least 50 percent
biobased content should generally be
exempted from the ban or tax.

In countries where organic waste is
organically recycled, certain compostable
shopping bags should be exempted from
the ban or tax.

European Bioplastics wants a ban on plastic bags 



Completely rebuilt by dealer. Pictures prior to rebuild. Very nice shear at 
a very good price.                                                                                       $78,500

2006 LABOUNTY MSD 3000 SHEAR
Good condition. Fresh motor and main pump.                               $155,000

2002 FUCHS MHL 360

GOOD condition.  $98,500
1996 AL-JON 400 METAL BALER

Extremely well maintained.                                                                    $69,000
2005 LABOUNTY MSD2500R

5,000 hours on new motor.                                                                   $215,000
2005 SENNEBOGEN 850M

7,600 hours. Good condition and immediately available.           $195,000
2006 AL-JON 400 XL METAL BALER

Equipped with a 2005 LaBounty MSD2500R rotating shear.  
 $124,500

1998 SAMSUNG 350 WITH ROTATING SHEAR

Nearly new 2012 OverBuilt car crusher with only 400 hours.    $125,000
2012 OVERBUILT CAR CRUSHER

1999 Sierra 500 ton shear/logger/baler.                                           $127,500
1999 SIERRA 500T SHEAR/LOGGER/BALER

Portable.  This machine is in great operating condition.             $315,000
2005 SIERRA T700SL SHEAR / LOGGER / BALER

3,000 hp Toshiba motor. 
Rotor has a 70” hammer 

swing x  70” wide. The shaft 
size in the center is 17” and 

8.751” on the shaft ends. 
This shredder is in very

nice condition!

Williams Model
760 Metal 
Shredder

$495,000

Infeed Conveyor
Motor Controls
Conveyors

Radial Stacking Conveyor
Spare Parts

Will shred almost any scrap metal, 
including heavy cast motor blocks!



1,500 hp EMD Diesel power complete shredding system and spare 
parts. Great price!  Call for all the details, see it running.            $825,000

WILLIAMS 60 X 60 METAL SHREDDER
Complete thru UMO. Stored in a warehouse and ready to ship and 
assemble.                                                                                                           CALL!

3000 HP AUTO SHREDDER 87 X 106

NEW!

Approximately 25,000 hours. Main shear tower rebuilt 1,000 hours ago. 
New knife seat 500 hours ago. Conveyor, picking table and radial stacker 
included.                                                                                                     $499,000

MOROS H-L-1000-A SHEAR
Great shape!                                                                                               $122,000

2005 LABOUNTY MSD4500R ROTATING SHEAR

17,000 hours, good working condition.                                              $80,000

2002 FUCHS MHL 350

Excellent condition with a recent $200,000 overhaul.                 $225,000
HARRIS 723 TON SCRAP SHEAR

Cummins power with 6,000 hours on the meter.                             $60,000
1988 B MODEL E-Z CRUSHER

Equipped with a scrap grapple and a new Gensco 10Kw gen-set.      
6,000 hours and in good working condition.                                    $65,000

2000 JOHN DEERE WITH GRAPPLE
4,200 hours.                                                                                               $265,000

2010 AL-JON 580CL CAR LOGGER

2,300 hours, very good condition.                                                      $115,000
2006 EZ METAL BALER

DADE Capital Corp.

800-823-9688
Perrysburg, OH

GREAT RATES!

WE FINANCE
WHAT WE SELL

Visit www.DADECapital.com
for more photos 

and other available equipment.
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www.MoleyMagneticsInc.com
716-434-4023 or cell 716-417-2591

SEE OUR PRODUCTS IN ACTION!

Watch videos on our website!

Moley HSS Hydraulic ShearsMoley HSS Hydraulic Shears
Speed Valve

Dual Slide Pucks
4-Turn Reversible Blades

Bolt-on
Piercing Tip

Dual Guide Blades

Offset Jaw Apex
Oversized Main Pin

360°
Rotation

�

� �
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�

�

�

�

�

Benefits You’ll LOVE!Benefits You’ll LOVE!
Four turn blades for maximum cutting life
15% increased force compared to standard shears
Strengthened cylinder with longer stroke and speed 
valve
Increased stability with huge main pin area
Super-reinforced totally closed upper body protects 
cylinder and prevents distortion.
Suitable for excavators or handlers from 5  to 90 Tons

Speed Valve — improves cycle time by       
up to 50% compared to standard hydraulic 
systems

Dual Slide Pucks — maintains blades        
tolerances by diminishing jaw deflection

Offset Jaw Apex — improved shearing 
resulting from increased pressure 

360 Degree Rotation — reduced processing 
time through improved manipulation of tool 
and material 

Over Sized Main Pin — over engineered for     
robust performance and long life

Bolt-on Piercing Tip —  bolt on and recessed 
into the jaw for an easy, strong, positive fit

Dual Guide Blades — less jams and 
improved piercing due to dual shim-able 
guide blades

4-Turn Reversible Blades — allows for    
maximum return on the cost of blades

WASTE
EPA removes Hyde Park
Landfill from superfund list

The U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) has finalized its decision to
remove the Hyde Park Landfill site in
Niagara Falls, New York from the Super-
fund National Priorities List of hazardous
waste sites after a successful clean up. The
ground water and the sediment in Bloody
Run Creek and Niagara Gorge Face were
contaminated with volatile organic com-
pounds, which can cause serious harm to
people’s health. The EPA concluded that
the work to reduce contamination in
ground water and creek sediment has elim-
inated the threat to public health and the
environment. Monitoring conducted over
the past 20 years and continuing today
confirms the effectiveness of those actions. 

The 15 acre site was used from 1953
to 1975 to dispose of approximately
80,000 tons of chemical waste, including
dioxin. The site was added to the Super-
fund list in 1983. 

The clean up included capping the
landfill and areas around its perimeter to
prevent water from flowing through it and
constructing a system to collect and treat
the contaminated oily substance leaching
out of the landfill. In addition, ground
water is pumped inwards toward the land-

fill and then treated to prevent contamina-
tion from spreading to surrounding bodies
of water. The ground water, which contin-
ues to be treated to reduce contamination,
is not used for drinking water. The con-
taminated sediment in Bloody Run Creek
and Niagara Gorge Face was removed and
the cleanup work at the site was completed
in September 2003. The clean up work
was conducted by the Occidental Chemi-
cal Corporation, the company responsible
for the contamination, with EPA oversight
to ensure that the actions taken were effec-
tive and protective of people’s health.

Ground water is sampled quarterly
and the EPA reviews quarterly and annual
sampling reports to determine that the
cleanup goals have been met. An environ-
mental easement that imposes restrictions
on the use of the property to prohibit
building or any other activity that could
potentially damage the cap was placed on
the property in 2010. The EPA has con-
cluded that the cleanup work has been
effective and that the site can now be taken
off of the Superfund list.

The Hyde Park Landfill will continue
to be monitored by EPA. 

After being away on business for a
week before Christmas, Tom thought it
would be nice to bring his wife a gift.

“How about some perfume?” he asked
the cosmetics clerk. She showed him a
bottle for $50. 

“That’s a bit much,” said Tom, so she

returned with a smaller bottle for $30.
“Thats still too much,” Tom groused.
Growing disgusted, the clerk brought out
a tiny $15 bottle. 

Tom said, “No, I’d like to see some-
thing really cheap!” 

The clerk then handed him a mirror.

Progressive Waste Solutions
restructures management team

Progressive Waste Solutions Ltd.
made the following changes to its organiza-
tional structure and senior management
team, which reflects their Executive Suc-
cession Plan and supports the company’s
unified approach to improved operational
execution and commitment to disciplined
capital allocation.

Tom Brown, senior vice president and
chief operating officer, U.S. operations,
retired on November 30, 2013. William
Hulligan, president and chief operating
officer, and Joseph Quarin, vice chairman
and chief executive officer, will assume
direct responsibility for the U.S. operations
until January 1, 2014.

Dan Pio, previously vice president and
chief operating officer, Canada, has been
appointed to the newly created position of
executive vice president, strategy and busi-
ness development, effective immediately,
reporting to Joseph Quarin.

Kevin Walbridge, vice president,
Canadian operations, will assume responsi-
bility for the Canadian region. Beginning
in January, Walbridge’s role will expand
and he will assume the role of executive
vice president and chief operating officer
for the company’s consolidated U.S. and
Canadian operations.

Bill Hulligan will retire from his role
as president and chief operating officer and
become a senior advisor to Joseph Quarin
effective January 1, 2014.

Joseph Quarin will assume the presi-
dent’s role and become president and chief
executive officer effective January 1, 2014.

Ian Kidson continues in his role as chief
financial officer, but also becomes execu-
tive vice president.

“Progressive Waste Solutions has
evolved to the point where we can merge
our U.S. and Canadian operations into a
single leadership structure that will allow
us to better leverage our size and scale to
improve our strategic and operational exe-
cution,” said Joseph Quarin, vice chairman
and chief executive officer, Progressive
Waste Solutions. “In support of our unified
organization, we are aligning our company
into two groups, operations and strategy
and business development. In addition to
our existing corporate support functions,
these two groups will be based out of the
company’s headquarters in Vaughan,
Ontario. 

“Our operations group will be respon-
sible for execution, including the sales and
delivery of our waste, recycling and dis-
posal products and services, improving our
operational efficiency, along with ongoing
outstanding customer care. The operations
group will encompass the company’s oper-
ating regions in Canada, the U.S. south,
and the U.S. northeast. Our strategy and
business development group, led by Dan
Pio, will work with our operations group
and will drive the company’s long-term
growth opportunities, including acquisi-
tions and internal capital investments, with
a commitment to improving the company’s
return on invested capital through disci-
plined and strategic capital allocation.”



August steel shipments up from
July, down from previous year

The American Iron and Steel Insti-
tute (AISI) reported that for the month
of August 2013, U.S. steel mills shipped
8,343,075 net tons, a 0.8 percent
increase from the 8,274,511 net tons
shipped in the previous month, July
2013, and a 0.4 percent decrease from
the 8,377,162 net tons shipped in August
2012. Shipments year-to-date in 2013
are 64,019,060 net tons, a 3.6 percent
decrease versus 2012 shipments of
66,404,752 net tons for eight months.

A comparison of August shipments
to the previous month of July shows the
following changes: hot dipped galva-
nized sheets and strip, up six percent,

cold rolled sheet, up two percent and hot
rolled sheet, down two percent.
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PAPER FOIL
POLY FOIL
BARE FOIL

~ We also buy surplus rolls ~

CONNECTICUT
METAL INDUSTRIES

www.CTMetal.com

WE BUY FOIL
LAMINATES

203-736-0790
sales@ctmetal.com

We also provide
Fluid Recovery,

Transfer,
Filtration

and Storage
Solutions.

SAVE MONEY

• Minimize your waste disposal costs &
   time spent manifesting
MAKE MONEY

• Increase your revenue through recovered
   fuel sales
LIMIT LIABILITY

• Decrease the potential for spills & accidents
HELP THE ENVIRONMENT

• Proper disposal & recycling of a dangerous 
   but valuable commodity

Lamb Fuels, Inc. is the
ORIGINAL and
#1 BUYER

of recovered
gasoline & diesel
from auto salvage and
scrap businesses nationwide.

Our experienced team of professionals is
able to provide revenue-generating solutions
to boost your bottom line. Please call
855-218-3013, e-mail
info@lambfuels.com or visit
www.lambfuels.com.

s the
d

and
nationwide.

Call Today!

DISCLAIMER: American Recycler (AR) collects pricing and other information from experienced buyers, sellers and facilitators of scrap metal transactions
throughout the industry. All figures are believed to be reliable and represent approximate pricing based on information obtained by AR (if applicable) prior to
publication. Factors such as grades, quality, volumes and other considerations will invariably affect actual transaction prices. Figures shown may not be con-
sistent with pricing for commodities associated with a futures market. While the objective is to provide credible information, there is always a chance for human
error or unforeseen circumstances leading to error or omission. As such, AR is not responsible for the accuracy or completeness of the information provided,
or for outcomes arising from use of this information. American Recycler disclaims any liability to any person or entity for loss or damage resulting from errors
or omissions, including those resulting from negligence of AR, its employees, agents or other representatives.

Commodity Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5
#1 Bushelings per gross ton $335.00 $340.00 $365.00 $389.00 $410.00
#1 Bundles per gross ton 335.00 340.00 365.00 389.00 407.00
Plate and Structural per gross ton 330.00 339.00 371.00 380.00 400.00
#1 & 2 Mixed Steel per gross ton 300.00 337.00 370.00 383.00 375.00
Shredder Bundles (t in) per gross ton 295.00 323.00 300.00 330.00 310.00
Crushed Auto Bodies per gross ton 295.00 323.00 300.00 330.00 310.00
Steel Turnings per gross ton 200.00 220.00 215.00 235.00 270.00
#1 Copper per pound 3.03 3.02 3.07 3.05 3.14
#2 Copper per pound 2.95 2.89 2.95 2.95 2.95
Aluminum Cans per pound .60 .66 .67 .70 .69
Auto Radiators per pound 2.10 1.99 2.15 1.75 2.12
Aluminum Core Radiators per pound .60 .61 .64 .66 .65
Heater Cores per pound 1.88 1.74 1.78 1.54 1.70
Stainless Steel per pound .55 .61 .62 .64 .63
All prices are expressed in USD. Printed as a reader service only.

METALS

■For additional metals news, please see page B1.

Finished steel imports
decrease in September

Based on preliminary Census
Bureau data, the American Iron and
Steel Institute (AISI) reported that the
U.S. imported a total of 2,761,000 net
tons (NT) of steel in September, includ-
ing 2,117,000 NT of finished steel
(each down 4.1 percent versus August
final data). Year-to-date (YTD) total
and finished steel imports are
23,892,000 and 18,694,000 NT, respec-
tively, down 7 percent and 6 percent
versus 2012. 

Finished steel import market share
was an estimated 23 percent in Septem-
ber and is estimated at 23 percent YTD.
Key finished steel products with a sig-
nificant import increase in September
2013 compared to August are cut
lengths plates (up 60 percent, hot rolled
bars (up 47 percent), tin plate (up 35
percent) and plates in coils (up 16 per-
cent). Major products with significant

YTD import increases versus the same
period last year include reinforcing bars
(up 22 percent) and hot rolled bars (up
12 percent).

In September, the largest volumes
of finished steel imports from offshore
were all from Asia and Europe. They
were from South Korea (317,000 NT,
down 15 percent versus August final),
China (194,000 NT, up 77 percent),
Japan (191,000 NT, up 4 percent),
Turkey (115,000 NT, up 24 percent)
and The Netherlands (108,000 NT, up
38 percent). 

For 9 months of 2013, the largest
offshore suppliers were South Korea
(2,752,000 NT, down 2 percent), Japan
(1,481,000 NT, down 3 percent), China
(1,378,000 NT, up 16 percent), Turkey
(1,006,000 NT, down 10 percent) and
Germany (806,000 NT, down 14
percent).

U.S. IMPORTS OF FINISHED STEEL MILL PRODUCTS 
BY COUNTRY OF ORIGIN (Thousands of Net Tons)

SOUTH KOREA
JAPAN
CHINA
TURKEY
GERMANY 
TAIWAN
THE NETHERLANDS
All Others
TOTAL

SEP
2013
317
191
194
115
89
53

108
1,050
2,117

AUG
2013
374
184
110
93
71
60
78

1,238
2,207

2013
Annual (est)

3,670
1,975
1,837
1,341
1,074

731
679

13,619
24,925

2012
Annual
3,651
1,931
1,652
1,347
1,279

833
634

14,500
25,826

% Change 2013
Annual vs. 2012

0.5%
2.3%

11.2%
-0.4%

-16.0%
-12.3%

7.1%
-6.1%
-3.5%

Novelis increases recycled
content in certain products 

Novelis Inc. has made progress in
its commitment toward reducing its car-
bon footprint and delivering on key
measures of sustainable business
performance. 

Among the milestones detailed in
“Sustainability Through Disruptive
Innovation,” the company’s third annual
sustainability report, is an increase in
the recycled content of its products
from 33 percent to 43 percent in the
first two years since announcing its
ambitious target to achieve 80 percent
recycled content by 2020. Novelis also
became the world’s largest recycler of
aluminum this year as it continues to
expand its recycling capacity.

Other highlights of the report
include the following results versus
baseline performance using the average
of fiscal years 2007–2009:

•A 19 percent reduction in energy
intensity, more than halfway to goal of
39 percent.

•A 16 percent reduction in water
intensity, more than halfway to its goal
of 25 percent.

•A 14 percent reduction in green-
house gas (GHG) emissions, represent-
ing significant progress towards
reaching its total goal of halving Nov-
elis’ absolute GHGs.

In the last year, the company’s sus-
tainability strategy drove the develop-
ment of evercan™, a high-recycled
content aluminum beverage can sheet.
The product is a packaging breakthrough
that delivers sustainability benefits to
customers and end consumers.

The company also continues to make
significant progress in its long-term recy-
cling objectives and the path to 50 percent
recycled inputs by 2015 is clear. The sus-
tainability progress is enabled by invest-
ments of close to $500 million to nearly
double the company’s recycling capacity
by mid-decade. Novelis began operations
last year at a new recycling facility in
Yeongju, South Korea, the largest fully
integrated beverage can recycling system
in Asia, and broke ground on a plant in
Nachterstedt, Germany, which will be the
largest aluminum recycling facility in the
world when complete in 2014.
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by Ron Sturgeon
Autosalvageconsultant.com

Salvaging Millions

You are paying your sales staff
commission, right? I don’t mean some
modest salary plus a commission. I
mean 100 percent commission. As in
eat what you kill, earn what you sell,
low sales equal low pay! 

If your salespersons aren’t selling
at least $50,000 per month, and your
parts sales storewide aren’t at least
$20,000 per employee for all employ-
ees, you need to be reading about and
implementing pay for performance. 

In coming months, I will talk
about how to dramatically increase the
performance of each of your depart-
ments by switching to pay for perform-
ance. It’s about paying fewer
employees more money and increasing
sales and profits. 

Bear in mind that the amounts
mentioned above are really minimums
– many yards are getting more than
$100,000 per salesperson per month
and more than $30,000 per employee
when all employees are counted. 

I remember when I converted my
sales staff to 100 percent commission
in 1984. I was probably one of the first
in the U.S. to do so. Howard Nuss-
baum (now with LKQ) was working
with me as a consultant. Phones were
crazy. We had 20 salespeople each
selling $100,000 per month. Wow, how
things have changed! 

Howard spent a few hours at the
counter, and promptly announced that
we had twice as many salespeople as
we needed. I looked at him like he was
crazy because I thought he was. I won-
dered who would answer all these

phones with half the salespeople gone.
He said “Half your staff will and they
will do it so well that sales will
double.” 

He explained all the issues and
how some of the current staff would be
skeptical but some would rise to the
occasion and others would depart. We
created the plan to switch to full com-
mission and how to present it to our
salespeople. 

I pulled the trigger. 
We sold $150,000 per salesperson

the next month. Yep, a 50 percent
increase! In the third month following
the switch, we hit $200,000 per sales-
person. We doubled our sales per
salesperson in three months. 

Eventually, four of our original
eight salespersons left, and we hired
one new one, so that was with five
staff. No computers, a card system. We
increased sales significantly with less
staff. 

Yes, it is possible, and I have seen
it over and over. And by the way, your
competition, including LKQ, is doing
it, and maybe kicking your butt in the
process. 

Even if you are on some incentive
pay for salespeople, you can reap huge
gains by going to straight commission.
A salary plus commission won’t get it. 

Stay tuned, in coming articles we
will discuss pay for performance for
dismantlers, drivers, inventory clerks,
parts pullers, outside account execu-
tives. We will also touch on how to
increase sales even further using
extended warranty sales. 

Your sales staff is on commission, right?

Remember, only you can make BUSINESS GREAT!
This article was provided by autosalvageconsultant.com, which was formed in 2001 by

recyclers for recyclers, to help them improve their businesses.

AUTOMOTIVE

Pull-A-Part wins award
The Indiana Department of Envi-

ronmental Management (IDEM) has
awarded the Pull-A-Part Indianapolis
location the Indiana Clean Yard-Gold
Level award for auto salvage businesses.
Pull-A-Part is a family business serving
the do it-yourself, used auto parts
market. 

The Gold Level IDEM award is the
highest certification level offered by
IDEM, and achieving the Gold Level
signifies that the recipient has gone
beyond environmental regulations. Of
650 auto recycling operations in Indiana,
only 3 achieved Gold status. Pull-A-Part
earned the first-ever Indiana Clean Yard-
Gold Level award from IDEM in 2009.
The 2013 award is the third consecutive
Gold Level award earned by the Pull-A-
Part Indianapolis location. Each award
covers two years. 

According to IDEM, the Gold Level
award illustrates that the business cares
about the community and is committed
to protecting the environment. 

IDEM is committed to helping auto
salvage recyclers ensure environmental
protection. In partnership with Automo-
tive Recyclers of Indiana, Inc., IDEM
developed Indiana Clean Yard to reward
auto salvage yard operators that meet
two different levels of requirements,
Clean Yard and Clean Yard – Gold
Level.

In 2013, six of Indiana’s auto recy-
cling operations were awarded Clean
Yard status, while three achieved Gold
status.

Atlanta-based Pull-A-Part, LLC
operates a network of 27 used auto parts
superstores in 12 states.  

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY
Waste Management to build
renewable natural gas facility

Waste Management (WM) is building
a facility that will create pipeline-ready
natural gas from its Milam Landfill in
Fairmont City, Illinois. At a ceremony at
the landfill, state, county and local officials
joined the company to celebrate the
groundbreaking.

The processed renewable natural gas
will be injected into the pipelines of
Ameren Illinois for withdrawal at other
locations, including some WM facilities.
Once there, it will be used to fuel truck
fleets and other equipment that run on
compressed natural gas (CNG). Waste
Management is calling the plant the
Renewable Natural Gas Facility and
expects it to begin delivering gas to the
pipelines in late summer 2014.

“This type of project represents an
important alternative source of renewable
energy that we provide straight from our
landfills,” said Paul Pabor, vice president
of renewable energy for WM. “While we
are well known as a waste and recycling
company, we’re also an energy company.”

At the landfill, on-site emissions will
be reduced by the Renewable Natural Gas
Facility. Since the gas will be treated,
rather than burned on-site, WM anticipates
about a 60 percent reduction in emissions
of carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides and
particulate matter.

The facility will be designed to
process approximately 3,500 standard
cubic feet per minute (SCFM) of incoming
landfill gas, equivalent to 105 million

British thermal units per hour. This is as
much gas as it takes to fuel about 400 of
WM’s CNG collection trucks each day
and represents more than ten percent of the
natural gas that is used in WM’s entire
existing CNG fleet. Waste Management of
Illinois currently has more than 100 CNG
trucks in its fleet displacing about one mil-
lion gallons of diesel fuel per year.

“For every diesel truck older than a
2006 model that we replace with a natural
gas one, we eliminate 22 metric tons of
greenhouse gas emissions per year,” Pabor
said. “These trucks also emit nearly zero
air particulates, cut greenhouse gas emis-
sions by nearly 25 percent and are far qui-
eter than their predecessors.”

The Milam Renewable Natural Gas
Facility will be the company’s third plant
to convert landfill gas to natural gas. In
California, WM has collaborated in the
world’s largest plant to convert landfill gas
to ultra-low-carbon liquefied natural gas
(LNG). The greenhouse gas emissions
associated with this fuel are more than 80
percent lower than those of diesel. It’s the
cleanest fuel available for heavy-duty
trucks today. The facility produces 13,000
gallons of LNG per day. In Ohio, the com-
pany processes approximately 3,000
SCFM of landfill gas and delivers it to a
natural gas pipeline.

Pabor said that there are now 134
projects on WM landfills that use landfill
gas to generate electricity, produce renew-
able gas or displace fossil fuel. 
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PLASTICS

Innovators in plastics
recycling honored

The American Chemistry Council
(ACC) named the winners of this year’s
Innovation in Plastics Recycling awards.
Three companies, DiversiTech Corpora-
tion, Entropex and Preserve®, were hon-
ored.

This year’s winners are being cele-
brated for developing innovative processes
and products using post-industrial and/or
post-consumer recycled plastics. Two of
the award recipients recycle post-con-
sumer rigid plastic packaging, a rapidly
growing part of the plastics recycling
industry. The awards were announced in
recognition of America Recycles Day,
observed November 15.

“This year’s award recipients – Diver-
siTech, Entropex and Preserve – have
brought about successful innovations that
are helping to significantly increase the
recycling of rigid plastics like yogurt cups,
deli and dairy containers, and caps and
lids,” said Steve Russell, vice president of
plastics for ACC. “Rigid plastics represent
one of the fastest growing segments of
plastics recycling, which has nearly tripled
since just 2007.” 

•DiversiTech Corporation was
selected for its use of post-industrial
polypropylene with a wide range of speci-
fications in air conditioning unit condenser
pads. Although DiversiTech began manu-
facturing condenser pads from virgin
polypropylene in 2004, the company grad-
ually increased the ratio of recycled mate-
rial until it was able to use 100 percent

recycled polypropylene scrap. Today,
DiversiTech’s recycling facility, based in
Conyers, Georgia, recycles millions of
pounds of polypropylene annually. 

•Entropex was awarded for creating
its RigidReclaim™ technology, which
recovers non-bottle plastic containers (e.g.,
food tubs, lids, thermoform packaging,
cups, trays and clamshells) for all major
packaging resins (i.e., identification codes
#1 through 7). This technology integrates
state-of-the-art plastics sorting, cleaning
and processing to upgrade the quality of
recycled mixed plastics. As of January
2013, RigidReclaim technology was in
place to process 110 million pounds per
year of capacity, creating 90 fulltime jobs.
According to Entropex, more than 70 per-
cent of the plastics covered by
RigidReclaim technology are not typically
recycled by conventional methods.

•Preserve makes reusable food stor-
age items, kitchenware and other popular
consumer products from 100 percent recy-
cled polypropylene here in the U.S.
Through Preserve’s “Gimme 5” program,
which involves major brands and con-
sumers in the collection process, Preserve
is now collecting 242,000 pounds of
polypropylene annually for recycling.
Gimme 5 provides end-of-use solutions
for companies that sponsor the program, in
cases where products can be difficult to
recycle due to undeveloped end markets or
size.

Copper Wire Stripper

Model CWS-1

Polystyrene recycling rate
shows a steady increase

ACH Foam
Te c h n o l o g i e s
stated that the
EPS Industry
Alliance (EPS-
IA) released its
2012 bi-annual
recycling report,
which shows a
steady rise in
recycling rates of
expanded poly-
styrene. To better
track EPS recy-
cling trends, the
association gath-
ers data to reflect both post-residential and post-commercial collection streams.
The 2012 results show a modest decrease in the number of post-consumer pounds
recycled, and a substantial increase in the number of post-industrial pounds recy-
cled based on data received from 51 EPS manufacturers and independent
recyclers in the U.S.

Post-industrial and post-consumer EPS recycling increased from 71.3 million
to 93.7 million pounds. EPS post-consumer recycling represents 50 percent of all
post-use polystyrene recycled in the U.S. and is one of the highest among all the
plastics family. The EPS packaging recycling rate percentage continues to grow
steadily. 

Mary Burk of ACH Foam Technologies thinks the next step for EPS recy-
cling will be creating more participation among consumers. “The push for
increased involvement in take-back programs by commercial and industrial firms
has made an impressive impact in EPS recycling. ACH and its partner-members
in the association have worked hard to educate commercial customers about take-
back programs and initiate creative ways to push the recycling rates higher. We
are seeing a good result in the commercial/industrial sector, but now it’s time to
elicit a higher level of awareness and increased participation from end-users that
will move the post-consumer rates in the same direction,” Burk said.
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Events Calendar
January 26th-29th, 2014

USCC 22nd Annual Conference &

Tradeshow. Oakland Marriott City Center,

Oakland, California.

301-897-2715 • www.compostingcouncil.org

March 4th-8th
CONEXPO-CONAG. Las Vegas Convention

Center, Las Vegas, Nevada. 

630-585-7530 • www.conexpoconagg.com

March 9th-12th 
27th Annual Southeast Recycling

Conference & Tradeshow. Hilton Sandestin

Beach Golf Resort & Spa, Destin, Florida.

800-441-7949 • www.southeastrecycling.com

March 12th-13th
Association of Postconsumer Plastic

Recyclers. 2014 Spring APR Membership

Meeting, Orlando, Florida. 

202-316-3046 • www.plasticsrecycling.org

March 31st-April 2nd
Aluminum Association Spring Meeting.

Omni La Mansion Del Rio, San Antonio, Texas.

703-358-2960 • www.aluminum.org

Atlanta-based Pull-A-Part, LLC, a
family business serving the do-it-yourself,
used auto parts market, has completed its
acquisition of the Corpus Christi location
of U-Pull-It Auto Parts, Inc., a self-service
auto recycling yard owned by Johnson
Development, with corporate headquarters
in Lakeway, Texas. 

Corpus Christi becomes the third
Pull-A-Part operation in Texas, follow-
ing the company’s acquisition of the
Mega U Pull location in El Paso in Octo-
ber and another U-Pull-It location in
Brownsville earlier this year. The Cor-
pus Christi operation is the fourth Pull-
A-Part acquisition the company has
made during the past 10 months,
increasing the Pull-A-Part holdings to a
total of 27 used auto parts superstores in
12 states. 

The new Pull-A-Part Texas facility
employs approximately 13 people and
has more than 1,400 used cars and trucks
in stock.

Pull-A-Part acquires used
auto parts business in Texas

Eriez has promoted Eric J. Confer
to product manager-separation. Confer’s
responsibilities will include overseeing
and handling separation inquiries and
orders, product development and
improvements, marketing, training and
sales forecasting, as well as other
functions. He will report to Jeff
Kaveney, manager-product marketing
and administration.  

Since joining Eriez in 2006 as a tech-
nical sales representative, Confer has
been cross-trained on a broad assortment
of products, with a strong focus on
separation products sold to light indus-
tries. Additionally, he served as team
leader and project manager for the Eriez
Orange University® mobile training and
education center. 

Eriez promotes Eric Confer
to product manager

Benlee has recently hired John
Tobolski as the company’s east coast
sales manager. Tobolski’s primary
responsibilities will include overseeing
the eastern seaboard from Virginia to
Maine. Tobolski’s strength is in product
development and design. Tobolski will
also contribute to all of Benlee’s market-
ing and corporate  strategies. 

Tobolski is a 30 plus year veteran of
the waste and scrap recycling industry.
Prior to joining Benlee he was sales man-
ager for Giordano’s Recycling/Gio Inter-
national from 2010 to 2013, vice
president for Rudco Products 2003 to
2010 and was plant manager at Waste-
quip’s Erial, New Jersey location for trail-
ers, hoists and intermodal production
from 1983 to 2003.

Benlee hires east coast
sales manager

Shannon Schuyler joined the board
of directors at the National Environmen-
tal Education Foundation (NEEF).

Schuyler is a principal with Price-
waterhouseCoopers LLP (PwC) and
serves as the firm’s Corporate Responsi-
bility (CR) leader and as an officer of the
board for the PwC Charitable Founda-
tion, Inc. In this role, Schuyler oversees
and implements programs focused on
social and environmental responsibility
that increase employee engagement, dif-
ferentiate the PwC brand, drive opera-
tional efficiencies and create social
impact at scale.

Schuyler has brought innovation to
PwC’s CR practices and programs by
redefining CR as a broad strategic prior-
ity that focuses on delivering responsible
behavior to realize a sustainable future
and advance business. 

Schuyler is an experienced profes-
sional on CR, social innovation, and
youth education. She has worked closely
with the government on the importance
of environmental literacy and related
curriculum and has served as an advisor
on the role of business in enhancing a
culture of service and fostering social
innovation. 

Shannon Schuyler
appointed to NEEF board 

EnviroSolutions, Inc. (ESI) has
acquired the New Jersey based waste-
by-rail transload and intermodal facility
operations of Environmental Logistics
Services’ (ELS). 

The acquisition includes ELS’ inter-
ests in New Jersey Rail Carriers, LLC
(NJRC) and New Jersey Transloading,
LLC, the long-term operating lease of
NJRC, rail cars and containers, additional
operating equipment and customer con-
tracts. The operations being acquired
have total annualized revenues of approx-
imately $40 million, making ESI one of
the largest waste-by-rail companies in
North America.

EnviroSolutions acquires
waste-by rail operations

The David J. Joseph Company (DJJ)
made leadership changes at three of its
business units – Trademark Metals Recy-
cling (TMR), River Metals Recycling
(RMR) and Metals Recycling Services
(MRS). Effective immediately, Jim
Becker, current president of RMR and
MRS will assume the role of president of
TMR. Bob Eviston, current vice president
of commercial for RMR and MRS will
become president of both.

Becker has been with the DJJ family
of companies for three decades. He has
served in various Brokerage and Recycling
Group roles over the years. 

Eviston succeeds Becker as president
of River Metals Recycling and Metals
Recycling Services. Eviston joined DJJ in
1992, and has held a variety of commer-
cial and general management roles.

DJJ makes multiple
leadership changes 

IROCK Crushers has hired Thomas
Jordan as its eastern regional sales man-
ager. Jordan is working to strengthen the
IROCK dealer network along the East
Coast from Maine to Florida. 

In addition to building the dealer net-
work and helping in the selling and service
of IROCK equipment, Jordan trains sales
teams and assists in developing new
IROCK products and markets. 

IROCK names Jordan
regional sales manager
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412.562.0891 tel
412.562.0892 fax

info@sternerconsulting.com

sternerconsulting.com

MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS
MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

VALUATION & FUNDING PACKAGES

We do Business Valuations and Financial Proforma
Forecasting for all solid waste business or permit

activities.  If you are thinking about a transaction,
financing, or business succession... 

Call or email :

WHAT ARE YOU WORTH?

™Our exclusive No Worries 
Guarantee ensures that if 
you purchase new or
reconditioned recycling 
equipment from OBC and 
are not completely satisfied, 
we’ll make it right or take it 
back. No worries. Period.

Balers

BALERS BUILT IN THE USA for nonfer-
rous, recyclers, trash haulers, box plants,
printers, document destruction, distribution
centers and single stream/municipal facili-
ties. Over 60 year’s experience in global
market. Extensive dealer network. We
can design a new system or trou-
bleshoot/repair your existing equipment.
www.americanbaler.com or call 800-843-
7512. 

Businesses

Balers

WE ACCEPT CHECKS, MONEY ORDERS, MASTERCARD, VISA and DISCOVER.

Classified
ADVERTISEMENTS

Rates

$65 for up to 50 words.
Add $1 each additional word.

Display Classifieds

Text Classifieds

$70 per column inch depth,
2.5” width.

Call

Fax

Visit

877-777-0043

419-931-0740

AmericanRecycler.com

To Place Your Ad

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS MUST BE PAID IN ADVANCE.

IRON AX ENVIRO-RACKIRON AX ENVIRO-RACK

The Enviro-Rack is the most 
superior auto fluid removal 
and dismantling system on 

the market today. 

Complete fluid removal in less than 5 minutes!

877-247-6629 • IronAx.com

MOTOR BLOCKS
Paying TOP $ for Unclean Blocks!
METALICO ANNACO

800-394-1300
Serving Ohio & Western Pennsylvania  

Non-Ferrous Metal Specialists
Mobile Car Crushing Service 

Call Toll-Free 888-743-9001

Metalico Youngstown
Scrap solutions for business and industry. 

www.metalico.com

ISO  
9002  

 

ISO
9001: 2008

Auto Recycling

6 2006 BIG MAC PORTABLE CRUSHER
For sale. 2,695 hours, John Deere Engine,
good shape, road ready. $99,500 OBO.  (2)
1996 utility flatbed trailers with front and
rear headache racks, Mountain Tarp cur-
tain system, ready to haul cars, one holds
18-21 cars and the other will haul 21-23
bales. Asking $6,999 each. E-mail
lloyd@picknpullsa.com or call 210-389-7321.

BIG MAC PORTABLE CRUSHER in good
condition, 471 GMC engine/with air. 930
CAT LOADER with forks only, equipment
is road-ready and is currently being oper-
ated. Selling due to retirement. $79,000.
480-990-1010, cell 480-229-4060. Photos
available, e-mail kingfishh@hotmail.com.

BUY JUNK CARS at pennies on the dol-
lar. Why go to auctions, when you can buy
them direct from the source? No buyers
fee, no long term contract. Reserve your
territory now. We facilitate the sale of
almost 100,000 junk cars a month! How
many do you want? Call 888-853-3895. 

Auto Recycling

JANUARY

EQUIPMENT
SPOTLIGHT:

FOCUS:

EQQUUIIPPMENT

FFOOCCUUUSSS:::
Municipal Waste

Organics

SSPPOOTTLLIIGGHHTT:
Grinders

& Chippers& Chippers

Close Date: 12/16

FEBRUARY

EQUIPMENT
SPOTLIGHT:

FOCUS:

EQUIPMENT

FFOOCCUUSS::
Construction
& Demolition

SSPPOOTTLLIIGGHHTT::
Demolition
Equipment

Close Date: 1/17

NEXT DEADLINE
DECEMBER 16
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800-472-0453
EQUIPMENT INTERNATIONAL

      41’ reach, 
  hydraulic cab, 
solid tires, gen-set 
     & grapple. 
      $170,000

2006 Komatsu PW 220-7

ORANGE PEEL GRAPPLE, BRAND
NEW! 3/4-yard 4-tine orange peel grapple
with 15-ton 360° rotator. Show floor model
for sale, SPECIAL PRICE: $18,800. Please
call Moley Magnetics at 716-434-4023 or
visit www.MoleyMagneticsInc.com.

CATERPILLAR

2006 CAT M322 (rubber) 43’ reach, gen-set, 
hydraulic  cab, A/C, solid tires, 2 tine 
rotating/tilting/sorting grapple.
2008 M325 (rubber) 50' reach, hydraulic cab, 
gen-set, grapple. 
FUCHS

1995 MHL340 REBUILT (rubber) 41' reach, 
hyd. cab, gen-set, grapple.
2006 MHL 340 (rubber) 41' reach, hydraulic 
cab, gen-set, grapple. 
2005 MHL350 (rubber) 50' reach, hyd. cab, 
gen set, grapple (5 available).
2003 MHL360 (rubber) 59’ reach, hyd. cab, 
gen-set, grapple.
2005 MHL360 (rubber) 59’ reach, hyd. cab, 
gen-set, grapple (3 available).
LIEBHERR

2008 A954 (rubber) 59' reach, 7’ rigid cab 
riser, gen-set, grapple and new engine.
2007 A934C (rubber) 50' reach, hyd. cab, 
gen-set, grapple. 
2005 Liebherr R934EW (crawler) 51' reach, 
hydraulic cab, gen-set, grapple. 
1999 A902 (rubber) 37' reach, hyd. cab, 
gen-set, 2-tine rotating/sorting grapple.
2006, 2008 & 2009 A924C (rubber) 42' reach, 
hyd. cab, gen-set, grapple.
2003 R924 (crawler) 42’ reach, new undercar-
riage, 4’ cab riser, gen-set.
1994 A932 REBUILT (rubber) 48' reach, hyd. 
cab, gen-set, grapple.
1995 A932 (rubber) 50’ reach, 4’ cab riser, 
gen-set.
SENNEBOGEN

2007 & 2008 821M (rubber) 36' reach, hyd. 
cab, gen-set, grapple.
2007 825M (rubber) 41' reach, hyd. cab, 
gen-set, grapple.
2003 & 2008 830M (rubber) 50' reach, hyd. 
cab, gen-set, grapple.
2004 & 2005 835M (rubber) 55’ reach hyd. 
cab, gen-set, grapple.
ATLAS

2003 1704 (crawler) 39' reach, 4’ tilting cab 
riser, gen-set, grapple. 
1996 1804 (crawler) 48’ reach, 2’ cab riser, 
gen-set, grapple.
SHEARS

2007 Hitachi Zaxis 520LCH-3 with Genesis 
1000R rotating shear.
2006 Caterpillar 345CL-VG12 with Cat S385C 
rotating shear.
MISCELLANOUS

2006 Al-jon 580 CL portable baler with 4,600 
hours, crane and grapple.
2005 & 2006 Komatsu PW220-7 (rubber tired) 
40' reach, hydraulic cab, gen-set, grapple.
2007 Komatsu WA-250-5 wheel loader with 
5,930 hours, quick coupler, forks, 2.5 cy. GP 
bucket, 3.25 cy. grapple bucket, on-board 
scale.
2003 MultiDocker CH65B REBUILT (crawler) 
72' reach barge loading material handler.
2001 New Holland EW200 (rubber) solid tires, 
new Baldor gen-set, new magnet. 
NEW 4 or 5 tine rotating hydraulic grapples 
all sizes with rotation & link.
NEW 28” to 40” diameter magnets designed 
to work off of the machines batteries – 
complete system, NO gen-set required and 
very easy to install.

800-472-0453

EQUIPMENT
INTERNATIONAL

800-472-0453
EQUIPMENT INTERNATIONAL

GEN-SETS
MAGNETS
GRAPPLES

Material Handlers

www.HescoMachinery.com
CALL JOHN DAVIS

952-944-3611

NEW 26" to 40"
MAGNETS AVAILABLE

Battery Operated
No Generator Required

Simple Installation
on Your Excavator

Forklift or Wheel Loader

PRICEREDUCED!

2010 Cat M322D MH - 3,800 hrs., hydraulic cab, A/C, 41 ft. MH
boom & stick, outriggers, solid tires, camera, gen set, and
grapple.  $259,500

800-225-0623
after hours: 843-324-8487

sales@kuhnequipment.com

2006 Hitachi ZX270LC-3 equipped w/rebuilt LaBounty MSD50
Series III Straight Shear with full warranty.  Through shop,
serviced, and ready to go!!!  $189,500

2006 Hitachi ZX270LC - 3 equipped with LaBounty MSD2000R
mobile shear with 360 degree rotation and less than 250 hours
since complete factory rebuild.  Through shop, checked,
serviced, and ready to go!!!  $219,500

PRICE

REDUCED!

1999 Fuchs MHL350 - 50 ft. MH boom & stick, hydraulic cab,
gen set, and solid tires.  NICE.  $79,500 FOB Mass.

2005 Liebherr A934B MH - 9,600 hrs., hydraulic cab riser,
A/C, 50 ft. MH boom & stick, outriggers, NEW solid tires, gen
set, and grapple.  $189,500

800-472-0453
EQUIPMENT INTERNATIONAL

 No gen-set required!
Up to 40" that run off of machine’s batteries.

www.HescoMachinery.com
CALL JOHN DAVIS

952-944-3611

2002 LIEBHERR A904
$69,500

4’ Elevated Cab, 10 KW Generator
36’ Reach, Grapple

49,500 lb. Operating Weight

Material Handlers Material Handlers

Material Handlers

Crushers

Henderson, NC 27537

‘89 MAC CAR CRUSHER

471 Detroit. Runs well.

919-516-3195

$38,500

Compactors

2004 CAT 826G Series II 
LANDFILL COMPACTOR

SN: AYH00592

Contact: Jerry Hoover,
Hoover's Truck & Equipment LLC
6651 Baertown Rd NW, Dover, Ohio 44622

Ph. (330) 878-6630 Mon-Fri 8-5
www.HooversTruck.com

C15 Engine 380HP. Machine Has Fresh 
Rebuild - All New Wiring, New Hydraulic 
Hoses, New Cab Interior, Glass, Controls, 

& Polyurethane Paint, Rebuilt Engine, 
Rebuilt Pumps, Like New Condition! 

Must See This Unit! 6464 Original Frame 
Hours - 16 Since Rebuild. $205,000

Businesses

FERROUS NONFERROUS AUTO SAL-
VAGE, 20+ years old, up to 100 acres avail-
able in northwest Pennsylvania and within
approximately 100 miles of all major shred-
ders, includes roll-off and tilt bed service,
industrial/commercial/peddler trade. Great
potential for U-Pull-It yard with aluminum
smelter and mini shredder. Partial financing
or J.V. possible: belltownbabe@gmail.com
or fax 626-605-8120. 

NEED CASH? TURN YOUR USED
EQUIPMENT INTO CASH by selling it in
American Recycler’s Classifieds Section.
Call 877-777-0043 or visit AmericanRecy-
cler.com to place your ad today!

ADVERTISE! What do you have to gain?
Call 877-777-0043 today!
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WE ACCEPT CHECKS, MONEY ORDERS, MASTERCARD, VISA and DISCOVER.

Classified
ADVERTISEMENTS

Rates

$65 for up to 50 words.
Add $1 each additional word.

Display Classifieds

Text Classifieds

$70 per column inch depth,
2.5” width.

Call

Fax

Visit

877-777-0043

419-931-0740

AmericanRecycler.com

To Place Your Ad

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS MUST BE PAID IN ADVANCE.

SALVAGE YARD SOFTWARE. Auto recy-
clers yard management system for Win-
dows™ by Rossknecht Software. Obtain
extra revenue from scrap vehicles.
Includes vehicle parts breakdown, invoic-
ing, bar code tags, digital pictures,
reports, towing, sales history, bookkeep-
ing. New: Scrap purchase invoice and
prints checks; send your inventory to your
website. $750 complete, no monthly fees.
Visit www.rossknecht.com, e-mail
arsales@rossknecht.com. Free demo CD
303-884-5315.

NTEP APPROVED, LEGAL FOR TRADE
FLOOR SCALES: 4' x 4' 5,000 lbs. $795,
5' x 5' 5,000 lbs. $1,100. Scales come fac-
tory calibrated with digital readout. Free
shipping, other sizes and capacities avail-
able. Industrial Commercial Scales, LLC,
843-278-0342, sales@icscale.com.

KAGI
MULTI-FUEL

WASTE
OIL

BURNERS

with

MADE IN THE USA

®

by 
   Siebring

The

FREE HEAT
& DISPOSAL of USED OIL

888-866-5244
www.KAGIBURNER.com

KAGI Heating Supplies

EPA
APPROVED

● New skidsteer alligator shear, 
    great for cutting radiators, etc, $5,500
● Can CD 1000 can densifier, w/conveyor, auto-
    mated, reconditioned, $19,500
● Al-jon 200 portable tin & appliance baler, $25,000
● REM can flattener & blower, $7,500
● Aljon 400 portable logger/ baler, $75,000
● Aljon portable car crusher, diesel $14,500
● New 9kw genset with gas engine, $12,400
● New RES alligator shears, USA built, 12” to 
    25” — call for pricing!

320-219-7711 / www.scrapyardequip.com

New, aluminum can densifier,
port. or stationary, gas or electric,
prices starting at $6,950

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

Software

Scales

Miscellaneous

Floor scales: 4 x 4 5,000 lbs. $685. 
    5 x 5 5,000 lbs. $730. Ship free! 

Crane scales 250 lbs. and up
    start at $596.25. 

Bench scales 100 lb. and up
    start at $265. 

Truck scales start at $6,124.50. 

NTEP SCALES
LEGAL FOR TRADE

770-542-0230 | mail@awscales.com
www.AmericanWeigh.com

American Weigh Scales

All scales pre-calibrated.  Other sizes/capacities. 

fabric structures

Sustainable  

Design-Build Solutions

Call one of our ClearSpan specialists today at  
1.866.643.1010 or visit us at www.ClearSpan.com/ADAR.

  

  

  

  

  

  

WANTED TO BUY 
USED RECYCLING EQUIPMENT

HOVDE RECYCLING EQUIPMENT
800-617-5219 or 480-699-2460

steven@scrapequip.com / scrapequip.com

TO SEE OUR INVENTORY PLEASE VISIT
www.sargentsequipment.com
OR CALL US AT 708-758-2062

Your Complete Source
for Recycling Equipment

We Service What We Sell

Harris Balers
Genesis Shears 

LBX Material Handlers
Used Equipment

518-424-1168
www.RecyclingFurnaces.com

Hi-efficiency, new technology.
INCREASE PROFITS!

U
S 
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           Also:
PARTS • REPAIR • CUSTOM BUILDS

SWEAT FURNACES

THE ORIGINAL CATALYTIC CONVER-
TOR REMOVAL TOOL: Our powerful and
easy-to-use products are unsurpassed
and we've been making them for 20 years!
Choose from 110 or 12-volt, gas or de-
canning models. Our three hydraulic mod-
els are fast, safe and effective. Custom
applications provided as well! 800-999-
8100, www.supershears.com

Miscellaneous

630-346-8663 / 262-240-1992
www.scenviro.net

▪ DESIGN & SALES 

▪ INSTALLATION & SERVICE

▪ PARTS & WIRE

▪ SELL & BUY
   NEW, USED & RECONDITIONED

RECYCLING
EQUIPMENT

Miscellaneous

800-225-0623
after hours: 843-324-8487

sales@kuhnequipment.com

Factory Rebuilt Genesis GXP990R MAXX w/360 degree
rotation and warranty $205,000

Factory Rebuilt Genesis GXP500R w/360 degree rotation
& warranty $129,500

Factory Rebuilt LaBounty MSD2500R w/360 degree
rotation & warranty $119,500

Rebuilt Genesis GXP500R w/360 degree rotation $99,500

Rebuilt Genesis GXP400R w/360 degree rotation $89,500

NEW Genesis GDP650 "Demo Pro" w/360 degree rotation 
and warranty $89,500

2008 Cat M318D MH - 4,700 hrs., hydraulic cab riser, A/C, 
36 ft. MH boom & stick, outriggers, solid tires, NEW gen set, 
and grapple.  $229,500

2005 Liebherr A924B MH - Hydraulic cab, 42 ft. MH boom
& stick, generator, grapple, outriggers, and solid tires. 
$139,500

Mobile Scrap Shears

Material Handlers

Equipped w/Dudley Shear 150 R-N HD. Well
maintained, 3,819 hours since new. Shear
rotates 105°. Has all parts, service and main-
tenance manuals. Call Jack:
Michigan Truck Parts / 734-722-3800

‘89 Daewoo
DH180LC

NEXT DEADLINE:
12/16

JANUARY EQUIPMENT 
SPOTLIGHT:

Wood Chippers/Grinders



USED E-Z CRUSHER EQUIPMENT 
HAS A 6 MONTH PARTS WARRANTY!

Big Mac QS 
John Deere

S/N 1382
With auto, air, hydraulic
outriggers. 5,050 hours.

$75,000

John Deere Diesel power
with automation,
air compressor.

Hydraluic outriggers.
8,297 hours.

$75,000

E-Z Crusher
S/N 888

John Deere 6 cylinder
Diesel power. Automation,
air, hydraulic outriggers.

LOW HOURS • Super Clean!!!
$85,000

E-Z Crusher
S/N 734

John Deere 6 cylinder
Diesel power.

Automation, hydraulic 
outriggers, air.

8,297 hours.  $75,000

E-Z Crusher
S/N 652

Big Mac

Deutz Diesel
power. New tires,

new paint.
9,140 hours.

$43,000

Jooohhhhnnnnnnnnn DDDDDDDDDDDeeeeeeeeeeerrrrrrreeee 6 cylinder
Diesell power. Automation,

i h d li t i

Jooooooooooooooohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhnnnnnnn DDDDDDDDDDDDDDSOLD

8,297 hours.
$75,000

S/N 734 S/

5%Discount on all
used equipment!

nowtake a



RECENT TRADE-IN = GREAT DEAL! CALL FOR MORE DETAILS

2007 OVERBUILT CAR CRUSHER.............................. $90,000
2009 E-Z LOG BALER................................................. $120,000

10 Foot Opening 
Advanced Oil Recovery System
State-of-the-Art Automation System
400-gallon Fuel Tank and Optional 
Auxiliary Fuel Pump
Optional High-speed Oil Bypass System
Economical 4-cylinder and Electrical 
Models
22' & 24' Length Car Crushers 
Also Available

Huron, South Dakota

800-548-6469
605-352-6469

www.OverBuilt.com
sales@overbuilt.com
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10’ High

20’ 3” Long

HIGH-SPEED CAR CRUSHER
 Selling
CRUSHER!

Larger Charge Box
Variable Bale Size
Increased Compression Force
Extended Fuel Capacity
Heavy-duty Knuckle Boom
Superior Reach
Superior Lifting Capacity

HIGH-SPEED BALER/LOGGER

Superior Reach
Superior Lifting Capacity
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FOCUS onA
R

There are MUCH better
ways to get new business.

Go on inside, put your feet up
and give us a call.  We’ll design the

ads for you, for free. Now that’s value.

877-777-0737 | www.AmericanRecycler.com

PLEASE BUY!

China’s Green Fence keeps out metals recyclers

Last February, China began more
carefully inspecting imports of recycla-
ble metals and other materials to make
sure they complied with regulations.
The new policy, informally known as
Green Fence, went into effect without
warning or, at first, any official expla-
nation. It has resulted in added delays,
higher costs and in some cases, rejec-
tion of recyclables destined for the
country.

Recyclables inspectors at Chinese
ports reportedly turned back shipments
of 68,000 tons in the first 5 months of
2013. It costs more than $2,000 to
return a rejected container to the U.S.,
and the chance of incurring those costs
has discouraged recyclers from taking
the risk of shipping to China. Partly as
a result of Green Fence, Chinese
imports of U.S. recyclables fell 11 per-
cent to 3.5 million tons in the first part
of 2013, compared with 2012. 

For much of the year recyclers
from the U.S. and other countries have
been trying to figure out the best way to
comply with the new inspection regi-
men. Shippers of post-consumer plas-
tics, paper and automotive shredder
output have been especially affected.

Despite advances in recent years,
current technology doesn’t allow recy-
clers of certain materials to easily or
cost-effectively meet the standards
imposed by the new inspection proto-
col, said Scott Horne, general counsel
and vice president of government

affairs for the Institute of Scrap Recy-
cling Industries in Washington. As a
result, some U.S. recyclers are employ-
ing more manual sorting, which can
quickly become cost-prohibitive. 

In addition to technological obsta-
cles, one of the problems recyclers have

with Green Fence is the way it came
about. The tighter inspection process
was implemented without any warning,
a practice that is common with the Chi-
nese government, Horne said. In this
instance, shipments already at sea were
subject to being rejected on the basis of

a new inspection regime no one knew
about when the cargo left port, Horne
said.

The actual rules being enforced
were nothing new, however. They’d
been in place for years, but the inspec-

by MARK HENRICKS
mhenricks@americanrecycler.com

PHOTO BY TIANSHUN | DREAMSTIME

California Governor Jerry
Brown has recognized the need for
more enforcement of the state’s cur-
rent metals theft laws before addi-
tional laws that could harm the
industry are added to the books.

While vetoing California
Assembly Bill 841, Governor Brown
issued the following statement,
“The theft of nonferrous metals has
reached epidemic proportions not
only in California, but across the

U.S. In an effort to combat this
problem, I signed four bills last year
to prevent more theft. Existing law
requires that a seller wait three days
before receiving payment for metal
materials, a written record of the
transaction, the name, driver’s
license number, license plate num-
ber, thumbprint of the seller, and a
photograph or video of the seller
and the material being sold. How
much more do you need? What’s

really missing today is robust
enforcement of our laws.”

The legislation would have
required scrap dealers to only make
payments for metals via check
through the mail, severely hamper-
ing the ability to conduct legitimate
business. Governor Brown’s refusal
to sign the bill followed a similar
response by Governor Chris Christie
to metals theft legislation in New
Jersey.

“Governor Brown correctly
pointed out that the problem is not a
lack of metals theft laws, but a lack
of enforcement,” said Robin Wiener,
president of ISRI. “Scrap recyclers
across the country are working on a
daily basis with law enforcement,
prosecutors and legislators on ways
to reduce thefts. We will continue
our efforts to curb these thefts that
are harming communities.”

California scrap metal theft bill vetoed by Governor
See GREEN FENCE, Page 2

See THEFT BILL, Page 6

Recyclables inspectors in Chinese ports such as XiaMen city have reportedly turned back shipments that failed to meet their more rigorous importation criteria. It
can cost upwards of $2,000 to return a rejected container to the states, making the costs of non-compliance steep. 



tors in charge of admitting scrap to
China weren’t enforcing them. In
explaining the change, Chinese officials
said that too many shipments were
arriving with contaminants, materials
improperly mixed together and improp-
er labeling.

The regulations call for no more
than 1 or 2 percent of unrelated materi-
al, depending on the material, in a ship-
ment. Before the tighter enforcement,
some containers purportedly full of
recyclable materials had up to 40 per-
cent non-recyclable trash, including
medical waste, according to Chinese
officials. One shipment of used tires
was labeled as containing rubber bands,
they added.

As the largest foreign consumer of
U.S.-generated recyclables, any change
in China’s appetite is a significant
event. For the last decade, that appetite
has grown strongly. The effect of the
tighter restrictions on U.S. exports to
China has initially meant growing
stockpiles of U.S. recyclables and
reductions in the number of U.S. buyers
of recyclables.

Some individual U.S. companies
might have been significantly affected
by Green Fence. For instance, Keywell,
a 90 year old stainless steel recycling
company filed for bankruptcy protec-
tion late last summer citing depressed
nickel prices and sharply lower sales
during 2013. About the same time, a
$25 million metals recycling facility
project in California was canceled
when it couldn’t obtain financing after
a successful year long legal fight to
gain approval for the project. 

Of course, other trends are affect-
ing recycling. For instance, demand for
recycled nickel alloys and stainless
steel had been slumping before Green
Fence, Horne noted. At this point, it’s
hard to quantify the effect of Green
Fence on recycling in the U.S. “What
Green Fence may or may not have done
is very difficult to determine,” Horne
said. “There’s no data that would allow
anybody to back it up.”

It’s equally uncertain what the
long-term effects of Green Fence may

be. However, there are a number of pos-
sibilities. One is that single-stream
recycling, which has been growing in
popularity as a curbside collection tech-
nique, may require significant addition-
al processing to meet the Chinese
requirements. That’s because dual-
stream collection allows for easier sep-
aration of recyclables, making it less
costly to achieve the contamination
standards required by Green Fence. 

Another likelihood is more invest-
ment in recycling technology. Horne
said recyclers are working with equip-
ment vendors to develop the ability to
sort recyclables to meet the Green
Fence standards.

Finally, it’s possible that U.S. recy-
clers will develop other markets for
their materials. Those may include con-
sumer processors as well as European
or other consumers as the added costs
necessary to meet Green Fence stan-
dards reduce the cost advantage that
Chinese processors had over those in
other places, including the U.S. “People
are starting to wonder if there are alter-
natives to the China goliath,” Horne
said. “It could result in changes in the
trade patterns of those materials.”

To date, Green Fence hasn’t proven
an insurmountable barrier for most
recyclers, nor has it had what looks like
a lasting impact on the industry. How-
ever, it’s not certain when or whether
Green Fence will end and to what

extent, if any, Chinese inspections will
return to their former approach. Horne
said that many recyclers are reporting a
return to near normal inspection pat-
terns. But he also noted that shippers of
Zurik (nonferrous shredder output con-
sisting largely of stainless steel), post-
consumer plastics and single-stream
collected paper continue to report sig-
nificant difficulties in clearing Chinese
customs inspections.

The initiative was originally antici-
pated to last 10 months from the Febru-
ary 2013 start date. But Chinese offi-
cials never stated that it would end as
scheduled at the of November, and
meanwhile, the more rigorous inspec-
tions have continued unaltered. Now, it
seems possible Green Fence will be
extended into 2014 and perhaps indefi-
nitely, especially if, as some observers
say, it has helped increase revenues
from taxes levied on imports of recycla-
ble materials.

Meanwhile, recyclers are faced
with a murky problem with the world’s
largest buyer of recyclable materials.
Nobody is completely sure how long
Green Fence might stick around and
what might replace it. That’s kept
recyclers’ attention closely fixed on
the sparse news from Chinese officials.
“For people who handle certain com-
modities,” said Horne, “it continues to
be a significant concern.”
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Readers,
Welcome to American Recy-

cler’s final edition of 2013. It’s been
an interesting year, and I’m glad that
we’ve had the opportunity to share it
with you. 

As we head into a new year,
we’re also heading into a redefined
political arena. Democratic Senators
have unilaterally (by a simple major-
ity vote) initiated a procedural
change in the Senate that will change
how judicial and executive nomina-
tions are handled. 

The Senate acts as a sort of gate-
keeper that Presidential nominees
must pass. In order to do so, support-
ers of the nominee must have 60
votes to bring their candidate up for a
vote (or to invoke cloture), meaning
that the minority party can effective-
ly block a candidate’s confirmation
unless some members defect to the
other side.

That is no longer the case in the
democratically controlled Senate.
Now, only a simple majority is
required to bring a nomination to
vote, and to subsequently confirm
that person. This has effectively lim-
ited the Republican’s ability to
stymie President Obama’s judicial
and administrative nominees. 

However, it’s a double-edged
sword. While President Obama and
the Senate may have an easier time
appointing left-leaning individuals
during his second term, they likely
won’t stay the majority party forever.
And once the Republicans assume
control over the Senate, you can bet
that they’ll be certain to leverage the
same power that the Democrats are
currently enjoying. 

This all seems only marginally
important now, but the implications
could be much larger in context of
the 2014 elections, where 33 of 100
Senate seats will be up for grabs.
President Obama and democratic leg-
islators have taken a huge popularity
hit in their polls with the botched roll
out of the Affordable Care Act.
Unless they manage to patch things
up and bolster their poll numbers
before next November, they may
come to regret putting short term
gains before long term procedural
protections. 

But, politics and partisanship
aside, we here at American Recycler
hope our readers of all political lean-
ings come together for a very merry
Christmas, happy holidays and a pros-
perous New Year! I’ll see you all in
2014, when we can once more set
aside all of that good will towards men
and get back to our usual bickering.
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Inspectors reportedly turned away 68,000 tons of recyclable shipments in the first 5 months of 2013. The
importation rules were not new, however, the rigorous enforcement of them came about with no warning.

What’s the difference between broccoli and boogers?
You can’t get a kid to eat broccoli. 



Industry recycling of aluminum
beverage containers in the United
States continued its decade-long
upward trend in 2012 with a rate of 67
percent, according to data released by
the Aluminum Association, Can Manu-
facturers Institute (CMI) and Institute
of Scrap Recycling Industries (ISRI).
This is the highest recycling rate since
the early 1990s and the second highest
rate reported since the survey began in
1972. The new rate marks progress
toward the industry’s goal of 75 percent
recycling by 2015. 

The new rate means that in 2012,
the aluminum can industry recycled
some 62 billion domestic and imported
cans while shipping 92 billion cans in
the U.S. The energy saved from this
recycling equaled 19 million barrels of
crude oil which could fuel more than
1.7 million cars for a full year.

“It’s great news to see the alu-
minum can extend its lead as the most
recycled beverage container, far
exceeding comparable rates for glass
and plastic,” said Heidi Brock, presi-
dent of the Aluminum Association.
“Cans are unique in that they can be
recycled infinitely and be back on the
shelf in as little as 60 days. Couple
that with a 37 percent weight reduc-
tion for the average can since 1972
and you have the most sustainable and
smart solution available for beverage
packaging.”

The increase in the industry’s recy-
cling rate in recent years has been driv-
en largely by the addition of cans
imported into the United States.
Because of the closed loop aspect of
aluminum can recycling, and alu-
minum’s significantly higher inherent
value in the recycling stream, used cans
easily cross borders and are extremely
attractive for recycling. In fact, U.S.
recyclers often import cans from Mexi-
co, Canada, Saudi Arabia, Poland and
other countries. In 2012 alone, the
industry imported and recycled close to
13 billion cans, nearly double the
amount imported just 5 years ago. The
increased recycling rate is reflective of
this dynamic.

“While it’s encouraging that the
industry is recycling at record levels,
there is still work to be done,” added
Brock. “Increasing U.S. consumer
recycling of aluminum cans remains a
major opportunity to help the environ-
ment and the economy.”

“The increased recycling rate for
aluminum cans is representative of the
growth in the scrap recycling industry
as a whole,” said Robin Wiener, presi-
dent of ISRI. “The U.S. scrap recycling
industry grew from $54 billion in sales
in 2009 to more than $90 billion in in
2012, while also adding more than

15,000 jobs since the beginning of
2010. As the recycling industry contin-
ues to expand, we also hope to see a
continued increase in the aluminum can
recycling rate.”

It takes just five percent of the
energy to produce recycled aluminum
versus primary aluminum. At the same
time, nearly $900 million worth of alu-
minum cans don’t make it to the recy-
cling bin each year and instead end up
in landfills. These landfilled cans,
which could otherwise have been recy-
cled and made into new cans, reflect a
significant loss to the economy, society
through lost jobs, and the environment. 

The aluminum industry works to
increase consumer recycling by both
encouraging lawmakers to consider
recycling and recyclability as part of
energy efficiency initiatives and by sup-
porting the Curbside Value Partnership,
a voluntary program created to increase
participation in curbside recycling pro-
grams nationwide. Individual compa-
nies also support recycling initiatives
by educating consumers and providing
increased access in local communities
across the country.

The Aluminum Association recy-
cling rate is based on survey input from
can sheet producers, can manufacturers
and secondary producers of aluminum,
representing nearly all can recycling
activity in the United States. 
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Aluminum can still most recycled beverage container
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE ALUMINUM ASSOCIATION

A Buddhist monk strolled up to a hot
dog vender, smiled, and ordered “One
with everything.”

The monk paid with a $20 bill. The
vendor took the money, and replied, “My
friend, as a no-doubt devout and learned
Buddhist, you must surely realize that
your change must come from within.”



Metal balers are large, powerful
machines that compress scrap metal so
that it can be shredded. The average
metal baler can crush with the intensity
of around 4,000 lbs. per square inch.
Metal balers are typically used in recy-
cling and industrial settings to compress
loose scrap into tight, easily trans-
portable bales.

Greg Wright is sales director at
Granutech-Saturn Systems. The compa-
ny has manufactured auto flatteners for
over four decades. “The market has
been moving towards logger/balers for
a while now. In response, we have
developed our MAC Magnum Logger
to handle both automobiles and ferrous
or nonferrous metals. Most customers
will use it to make lower density shred-
der logs, but it does have the capability
of making higher density – up to 80
lb./ft3 – bales as well. The unit is com-
pletely portable, with a 20’ loading
chamber, and a continuously rotating
crane with a 5,800 lb. capacity and a
27’4” reach. Our customers need the
versatility of a logger. Many of them
process very few cars and more loose
scrap, so they want a machine that can
handle both,” said Wright.

He continued, “We began business
in the late 1960s with the original flat
lid car crusher, which is still part of our
product line. Our line has expanded
with a focus on size reduction. We offer
crushers, balers, loggers and an assort-
ment of shredding technologies for auto
salvage, metals, tire processing, elec-
tronic scrap and other industries.”
Wright noted that engine emission
requirements have grown more strict in
recent years. He expects that ultimately,
Final Tier IV will be the standard
requirement for all engines.

Harris manufactures a variety of
metal balers for ferrous and nonferrous
applications. Bob Pfeffer, director of
U.S. and Canadian sales, explained,

“For ferrous applications, we offer the
heavy duty TGS and the TG Baler lines.
They are Triple Compression Balers
and scrap recycling workhorses. We
also manufacture a line of nonferrous
balers, including vertical, closed door
and the ever-popular two ram balers.”

Ferrous balers by Harris provide
for high density #1 and #2 bales for fur-
nace feed. Pfeffer said their nonferrous
baler line offers the widest selection,
can handle any
baling applica-
tion and all pro-
duce export-
size bales. “The
Harris Badger
Baler continues
as the #1 sell-
ing two ram
baler in the world and countless nonfer-
rous processors depend on this work-
horse day in and day out. Our HRB,
Centurion and Gorilla are other top sell-
ers,” he noted.

The Harris ferrous baler line origi-
nated in the 1940s for densification of
scrap metal. The company was the first
to build a two ram baler for the recy-
cling industry back in the 1960s and
they are the only manufacturer in North
America to offer a complete line of

metals process-
ing balers,
including the
largest ferrous
baler in the
world, accord-
ing to Pfeffer.

He noted
that energy effi-
ciency is an

increasingly important attribute among
those in the market for a baler and he
suggests that buyers confirm a given
manufacturer’s technology before mak-

ing a purchase. Two Harris
manufacturing facilities can
accommodate any level of
market demand and Pfeffer
said Harris’ comprehensive
product line is very helpful
to him in advising clients in
their baler selection.

“Buyers should look for
a product that will best
match their processing
needs now and looking for-
ward. It is important to eval-
uate the products offered
and the company behind the

products for a smart investment. Some
other balers on the market may last only
three to seven years. In contrast, I know
of a 50 year old Harris baler that runs
every day and two ram Harris balers
over 40 years old that also function
daily.”

Iron Ax manufactures two different
size balers and has been in the scrap
business for 45 years. One of their baler
models has a 16’ long baling chamber,

and the other has a 20’ long baling
chamber. Both units are offered with or
without a crane. Iron Pack Balers are
high speed, high production balers. The
baling cycle is approximately one
minute long. Each baler features remote
control and automatic cycle. “We also
offer programmable pressure settings.
This means that the hydraulic pressure
can be increased or decreased with the
touch of a button. This is a great feature
that gives the operator total control
when it comes to making a loose or a
tight bale,” commented John Kitchens,
vice president.

He said the firm’s most popular baler
is the IPB-20. It has a 20’ long baling
chamber, but no crane. He said the 16’
balers are more popular in the internation-
al market due to the smaller size of their
automobiles, but American customers
prefer the larger sized model. The mini-
mal set up time for Iron Ax balers facili-
tates increased production and efficiency.
After the baler is unhooked from a vehi-

Metal BalersEQUIPMENT 
SPOTLIGHT 
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Manufacturer List

Al-jon Manufacturing LLC
Curt Spry
888-255-6620
www.aljon.com

American Baler
Tade Mahoney
800-843-7512
americanbaler.com

Granutech-Saturn Systems
Greg Wright
877-582-7800
www.granutech.com

Galland Henning Nopak, Inc.
Doug Schreffler
414-645-6000 
www.nopak.com 

Harmony Enterprises
Brenda Hoag
507-886-6666
www.harmony1.com

Harris
Bob Pfeffer
229-273-2500
www.harrisequip.com

International Baler Corp
Randy Gibson
800-231-9286
www.intl-baler.com

Iron Ax Inc.
John Kitchens
877-247-6629
www.ironax.com

OverBuilt, Inc.
Steve Besch
800-548-6469 
www.overbuilt.com

RM Johnson
David VanVleet
800-328-3613
www.ezcrusher.com

Sierra International Machinery Inc.
Aracely Mendez
800-343-8503
www.sierraintl.com

Vezzani USA Inc.
Gabriele Merlo
39 014381844
www.vezzani.biz

by MARY M. COX
maryc@americanrecycler.com

Granutech-Saturn Systems

Harris

See SPOTLIGHT, Page 7

Iron Ax Inc.
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you must manufacture the equip-
ment featured. We require a compa-
ny name, contact person, telephone
number and, if applicable, a website
address.

To be listed in the appropriate
spotlight, please call 877-777-0043.
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01/14 Wood Chippers/Grinders

02/14 Demolition Equipment

03/14 Attachments

04/14 Primary Reduction Shredders

American Recycler is not responsible for
non-inclusion of manufacturers and their
equipment. Manufacturers are to contact
American Recycler to ensure their com-
pany is listed in the Equipment Spotlight.

U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) administrator Gina
McCarthy disclosed that EPA has fin-
ished cleaning up Loewenthal Metals, a
former lead smelter site in Chicago’s
Pilsen neighborhood. In response to
community concerns, EPA removed high
concentrations of lead in the soil to
ensure that the property is safe for resi-
dential use in the future.

Last June, EPA began the removal
of 4,800 tons of contaminated soil and
debris from the Loewenthal site. Now,
EPA revealed that the contaminated soil
has been replaced with clean soil that is
seeded to prevent erosion.

“Over the past couple of years
PERRO has developed a good working
relationship with the U.S. EPA,” said
Jerry Mead-Lucero, Pilsen Environmen-
tal Rights and Reform Organization
(PERRO). “We have regular meetings
with EPA staff to stay on top of multiple
sites of concern in the community. The
increased cooperation between EPA and
PERRO has already resulted in the
remediation of contaminated sites in the
neighborhood and we expect more sites
to be addressed in the near future.”

Loewenthal Metals is a half-acre
site in a largely residential part of Chica-
go. Historical records indicate that the
facility operated as a lead and zinc
smelter, as well as a scrap metal dealer
during the 1940s. In December 2011, the
Illinois EPA referred the site to U.S.
EPA for potential cleanup. After obtain-
ing a warrant to access the site, EPA
began sampling soil for lead in Novem-
ber 2012 and started the cleanup last
June.

Pilson smelter
site cleanup
completed



Dave Shrimankar was doing software
development for the U.S. government when
family members in India asked him if he
could find HMS scrap for them. Although he
knew nothing about the business, he figured
he’d give it a try. He did some research on
metals and scrap, then placed some
classified ads.

Shrimankar said his family members
were looking for “a reliable person to source
the right quality.” It didn’t matter that he was
completely new in the business – they trust-
ed him to find what they needed at a fair
price.

Much to his surprise, a buyer in Spain
contacted him, looking for aluminum scrap,
and the rest was history – he made that first connection, made that first sale
and decided that his days in the software world, where he was “sitting in a
cubicle 10 to 12 hours per day” were over.

“I always wanted to be my own boss,” he said, and he wanted something
that was hands-on. “I can’t sit in an office all day.”

While it would seem like brokering scrap sales would be an office job,
Shrimankar spends a lot of his time traveling to visit the scrap yards all over
the country where he buys his material. He only spends 2 to 3 days per week
in his office.

He has also visited many of the buyers. “I get to meet a lot of people,” he
said, “and literally all over the world.” One thing he’s noticed over the years is
how much many of these countries have progressed over the past 18 years.
Right now, China is building a high-speed rail system and Korea has faster
internet compared to what’s available in the U.S.

Besides traveling to visit customers, he also attends a lot of trade shows
and seminars, and often brings his family along to those, since there tends to
be enough downtime to enjoy the area.

When he’s traveling to customers in the U.S., however, the trips tend to be
all business. He might spend six hours traveling “on some of the smallest
roads” for a two hour meeting, then turn right around and head back home.
But he said he enjoys those trips, since he gets to see so many parts of the
U.S., and he noted that “there are a lot of different cultures in America.” 

He said that although many of the scrap yards are situated in less desirable
parts of cities, “once you’re in the scrap yard, you’re just dealing with nice peo-
ple.” Besides making business connections, he likes to learn people’s ways of
doing things and to build friendships. “I love every aspect of visiting scrap
yards.”

Shrimankar said that language is not much of a barrier to doing business
overseas, and that most of the people he talks to speak enough English to
make his job easy, although there have been a few times he’s needed an inter-
preter. Meanwhile, he’s learned a little bit of Spanish related to scrap buying
and selling, like the words for copper or aluminum.

At first, most of his sales – besides that first sale to Spain – were to Asian
countries, but as the economy declined in 2008, many of those sales disap-
peared. “China stayed in the market the whole time,” he said, “but India didn’t
buy nearly as much.”

Since then, he said that buyers have become “hyper-cautious” about mar-
ket conditions. “They have one thumb on approving payment and the other on
a panic button regarding the price of scrap.”

While some sales overseas are because the importing countries don’t have
the natural resources to supply their metal needs – like China – other exports
come about because the material isn’t desirable domestically. Electric motors,
for example, require a lot of manual labor, so it’s not cost effective to process
in countries with high labor rates. 

When making sales, Shrimanker said that the two critical factors are price
and quality, but price is always first. “If the price doesn’t match, nobody cares
about quality,” he said. Once a price is good, then the buyers get into the
details of material quality.

But that doesn’t mean that quality is unimportant, and some buyers require
material assayed before they make the purchase. When he buys material, Shri-
mankar is very selective about whom he buys from, preferring to do business
with companies that have been in business for a long time. “Some have been in
business 50 years,” he said. 
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A Closer Look

AABCON LLC
Dave Shrimankar • 303-334-6797

by Donna Currie

—Dave Shrimankar

ISRI believes the most effective
way to address the problem is through a
comprehensive strategy focusing first on
efforts to prevent metals theft and sec-
ond on assisting law enforcement and
prosecutors in their efforts to catch,
prosecute, and penalize those who per-
petrate these crimes.

Among the many ways the recy-
cling industry and law enforcement are
working together is through the use of
ScrapTheftAlert.com, a free tool that
provides law enforcement with an outlet
to alert the scrap industry of significant
thefts of materials in the U.S. and Cana-
da. Upon validation and review, alerts
are broadcast by email to all subscribed
users within a 100 mile radius of where
the incident occurred.

Theft bill
■Continued from Page 1

Novelis increases prices for
aluminum sheet products

Novelis has increased prices on its
aluminum automotive sheet products in
North America. 

The price increase of $0.11 per
pound for 6000-series, 5182-series and
5000-series automotive alloys will be
effective for all new orders on or after
January 1, 2014. Novelis fabrication
pricing for specified volumes under
current contracts will be honored
throughout the contract period. The
price increase is in addition to the pre-
viously announced pricing adjustment
made on April 23, 2013.

“This increase reflects the dynam-
ics of the rapidly growing market for
aluminum automotive sheet in North
America,” said Marco Palmieri, senior
vice president and president, Novelis
North America.

“We officially commissioned our
two new automotive sheet finishing
lines in Oswego, New York, last month,
which will increase our automotive
capacity by 240,000 tons per year,” said

Palmieri. “That’s five times our current
automotive capacity in North America.” 

In addition to the Oswego expan-
sion, a new automotive sheet finishing
plant is under construction in
Changzhou, China, which is expected
to commence production in mid-2014
and will have a capacity of 120,000
tons. The company also recently certi-
fied automotive sheet production at its
Gottingen, Germany plant that will ulti-
mately add 40,000 tons of additional
capacity. These new locations will join
the company’s existing automotive
facilities in Kingston, Ontario, Canada;
Sierre, Switzerland and Nachterstedt,
Germany.

Novelis is a provider of aluminum
automotive sheet, used for making
structural components and exterior
body panels. Novelis aluminum can be
found in more than 180 different vehi-
cle models produced by automakers
around the globe. 

Aluminum Association
names new board members

The Aluminum Association made a
number of changes to its board of direc-
tors, including a new chairman, vice chair-
man and members of the board class of
2016. In addition, the Association added
two new member companies, AMCOR
and Superior Flux and Manufacturing,
bringing total membership to 97 compa-
nies, consisting of 49 producer and 48
associate members. The announcements
were made during the Aluminum Associa-
tion’s 80th anniversary fall meeting at
Nemacolin Woodlands Resort in Pennsyl-
vania, where the industry celebrated alu-
minum as “the metal of modern life.”

Former Aluminum Association vice
chairman Layle “Kip” Smith, president of
Noranda Aluminum, was elevated to chair-
man of the Association. Additionally, Gar-
ney B. Scott, president of Scepter, Inc.,
was named vice chairman of the Associa-
tion and chairman of the Association’s
Executive Committee. Both Smith and
Scott will serve for two-year terms. The
board also added three new members to
the board class of 2016:

•Marco Palmieri, president of Novelis
North America

•Kevin Person, chief executive officer
of Wagstaff, Inc.

•David Hazelett, president of Hazelett
Strip-Casting

The Association also added two new
member companies during the meeting.
American Metal Chemical Corporation
“AMCOR,” of Medina, Ohio, and Superi-
or Flux and Manufacturing of Cleveland,
Ohio, both of which provide goods and
services to the aluminum industry, will
join as Associate members.

AMCOR was established in 1967 and
develops, manufactures and supplies spe-
cially formulated chemical compounds
called fluxes to the aluminum industry.
Founded in 1932, Superior Flux special-
izes in the development and sale of flux
products for aluminum soldering, brazing
and welding.

The Aluminum Association is work-
ing to continually advance and promote
aluminum as the sustainable material of
choice in the modern world. New appli-
cations for the metal in transportation,
building and construction and other mar-
kets are driving demand for aluminum in
North America. Between 2009 and
today, aluminum demand has risen 30
percent and is approaching pre-recession
levels. Additionally, the industry has
proactively taken steps in recent years to
reduce its own carbon footprint by cut-
ting North American perfluorocarbon
emissions by 85 percent.



cle and outriggers have been lowered, the
operator is ready to process.

Kitchens noted that processing vol-
umes vary from customer to customer,
but that processing volume increases
after installing an Iron Pack Baler. The
company’s clients range from small, one
yard operations and large, national and

international companies. Kitchens antic-
ipates growth in the baler market.
“Many years ago, car crushers were very
popular, but we see the demand for
balers increase more and more. With a
crusher, you are limited to one thing and
one thing only. A baler can do every-
thing a crusher can do and so much
more. We’ve had many customers switch
from a car crusher to a baler. They
quickly learn how they’re able to grow
their business because they can process
different types of material that they pre-
viously could not.

“We own and operate 5 scrap yards
and over 20 years ago we began manu-
facturing products for use in our scrap
operation. It was a natural transition to
introduce our products in the market-

place because we know the scrap indus-
try. We know exactly what our cus-
tomers need to get the job done and they
seem to appreciate our unique perspec-
tive,” said Kitchens.

OverBuilt first manufactured car
crushers in 1996 and they have shipped
over 550 crushers nationwide, to South
America, Europe and the Middle East.
The company offers the only true “high
speed” car crusher, with a patented oil
bypass system. The system provides
reduced cycle times of up to 43 percent.

The Overbuilt prod-
uct also has the
largest crushing
chamber opening –
10’ – which allows
the operator to
process more ton-
nage in one stack.

“We’re  the
fas t e s t  s e l l i ng
crusher in the mar-
ket and we employ
mechanics, welders,
hydraulic and elec-
trical experts and

others who maintain an excellent sales,
service and parts program,” said Steve
Besch, sales manager. The company has
been family-owned and operated for two
generations and the entire family is
involved in all parts of the operation
from the original design to final assem-
bly, customer relations and promotions.

Besch stated, “Throughout the mar-
ket fluctuation over the years, we’ve
been proactive in meeting the needs of
our clients in the scrap and auto salvage
industries. The OverBuilt Baler Logger
introduced in 2008 provides scrap recy-
clers with fast and effi-
cient performance. With
a 20’ charge box and a
crane providing a 26.5’
reach and a greater lifting
capacity, the machine
compresses metal and
vehicles into a very
dense, stackable form.
That results in faster
loading and transporting
of the finished product to
market.”

Sierra International
Machinery Inc. has a new
two ram baler named the Recycle Every-
thing Baler (REB). “This is the best two
ram ever made. The REB-1 (75 hp) and
REB-2 (150 or 250 hp) has an 8-second
cycle time and the most face PSI among
all two-ram balers available, in its class,”
said Philip Sacco II, western sales repre-
sentative. He noted that Sierra uses
every piece of equipment they manufac-
ture in their own yard before it ever
enters the market. The company also
carries a huge inventory of parts to help
minimize down time for their customers. 

“Sierra stands behind its products
and its customers. We excel in customer

support because we do the same type of
work as our clients, every day, in our
own recycling yards and we are also
adept at helping clients eradicate down-
time. Whether it is a shear, logger, grap-
ple, automobile logger or a Sierra two-

ram baler, we can help,” remarked
Sacco.

Sierra is a family owned business and
founder, Ben Sacco, started Sierra recy-
cling in 1960. Sacco explained, “As a suc-
cessful, full service scrap recycling com-
pany, Sierra International Machinery was
born in 1984 and through our experience
we’ve grown to make the best line of pro-
cessing equipment in the scrap industry.” 
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• Accurate Business Valuation
• Financial Forecasting
• Consulting
• Tax Preparation & Planning

Call John Monaghan, CPA, CVA for
your expert financial advice.

VZN Group, LLC

www.vzncpa.com
419-882-1886

What’s Your Business Worth?

John Monaghan, CPA, CVA

EXPERIENCED IN SOLID WASTE & RECYCLING BUSINESS VALUATIONS

7”, USA-made. 220v. NEW #7 Hydraulic 
Alligator Shear. $5,000 plus freight

Available Now: Steel Belt Z PAN Conveyor
60” x 26’, very strong in good condition.

ALCAN Flattener / Blowers and Densifiers

Balers (2) MAC 1850 VG Cond. Video Avail.
Colmar 3200 Portable Logger Baler, CALL!

Strip-Tec Alligator Shears/Wirestrippers/Granulators

Call Shaughnessy
All 50+ Canada: 800-549-0490
CALLSHAUGHNESSY.COM

E-Z Logger portable diesel w/crane, good 
running condition, under $60k

Yard Closing Sale!

(2) Fiat 645B Loaders, CAT 235 
Crane, Bobcat 2200 Forklift w/clamp.  
Brawler Super Solid Tires for Volvo 
L120 Loader, Hustler 60” x 15’ Steel 

Pan Shaker Conveyor, 24” Dings 
Magnetic Roller.

BALERS/9” and 10” bore cyl. Closed door. RECON’D.

Spotlight
■Continued from Page 4

OverBuilt, Inc.

Sierra International Machinery Inc.

The American Iron and Steel Insti-
tute (AISI) and the Association for Iron
& Steel Technology Foundation’s Fer-
rous Metallurgy Education Today, or
FeMET Initiative, and Steel Engineering
Education Link, or StEEL, scholarship
program, both aimed at attracting top
talent to the North American steel indus-
try, have awarded scholarships of $5,000
to third-year students from leading
North American colleges for the 2013–
2015 academic years. Each scholarship
includes a paid internship at a North
American steel company during the
summer and a second scholarship of
$5,000 in the student’s fourth year based
on satisfactory academic and internship
performance. The Premier Scholarship
is awarded to the top-scoring FeMET
and StEEL applications received, and
includes a $10,000 scholarship and a
paid internship with a North American
steel company. 

The following 2013–2015 students
and scholars have been awarded the
FeMET, StEEL and Premier Scholar-
ships: 

FeMET
•Thomas J. Chrobak, materials sci-

ence and engineering, University of
Wisconsin Madison. 

•Jared Kerker, metallurgical engi-
neering, Missouri University of Science
& Technology. 

•Cameron LaPresta, metallurgical
engineering, Missouri University of
Science & Technology.

•Kaitlin Marianelli, materials engi-
neering and management, McMaster
University.

•Sonya Snyder, metallurgical engi-
neering, Missouri University of Science
& Technology. 

•Kaylee M. Strickland, metallurgi-
cal engineering, Missouri University of
Science & Technology. 

StEEL 
•R. Agarwal, electrical engineer-

ing, McGill University.
•Taylor D. Collins, mechanical

engineering Technology, Wentworth
Institute of Technology. 

•Eurydice Kanimba, mechanical
engineering, Midwestern State University.

•Trent R. Stewart, mechanical
engineering, University of California–
Santa Barbara.

Premier
•Myrissa N. Maxfield, materials

science and engineering, Virginia Poly-
technic Institute and State University.

•Magda Zydzik, materials engi-
neering, McGill University.

The goals of these
scholarship/internship programs are to
present incentives to the scholarship
recipients to continue in the field of fer-
rous metallurgy/materials science pro-
grams by ensuring two years of scholar-

ship awards plus the summer intern-
ship, all provided that the students con-
tinue to perform satisfactorily in their
studies and work. 

The AIST Foundation is a Pennsyl-
vania-based 501(c)(3) non-profit
corporation organized for charitable,
education and scientific purposes
that seeks to attract technology-
oriented professionals to the steel
industry  by educating the public about
the high-tech, diverse and rewarding
nature of careers in modern steel-
making. Scholarships are awarded on
an annual basis to talented and dedicat-
ed students to encourage the pursuit of
a career within iron and steel-related
industries. 

The AIST Foundation is part of
AIST, an international technical associa-
tion of more than 16,000 professional
and student members from 70 countries. 

2013–2015 FeMET, StEEL scholarship recipients named

A little girl was having a tea party
with her toy bear.

She asked him, “Would you like some-
thing to eat, Mr. Bear?”

To which it replied, “No thank you –
I’m stuffed.”



12,473 Hours
Throat: 34” wide

Box: 25’
Shear force: 1,108 NT

Five 100 HP Motors (special wound to run up 150 HP)
17-27 TPH

Conveyers:
Karl Schmidt all installed new in 2005

First conveyer is a shaker. 4’ wide x 25’ long.
Second Conveyor  4’ wide x 26’ long

Third conveyor a radial stacker  4’ wide x 60’ long. 
Height of discharge 22’ 10” 

$749,000.

2005 Harris GS 1100 Guillo�ne
Shear/Baler/Logger

with 3 Conveyors

REDUCED!

Because the good will of those we serve is the 

foundation of our success, we want to say thank you 

and wish you a successful & prosperous 2014.

DADE Capital Corp.     800-823-9688    DADECapital.com




